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Abstract 

Clustering helps users gain insights from their data by discovering hidden structures 

in an unsupervised way. Unlike classification tasks that are evaluated using well-

defined target labels, clustering is an intrinsically subjective task as it depends on the 

interpretation, need and interest of users. In many real-world applications, multiple 

meaningful clusterings can be hidden in the data, and different users are interested 

in exploring different perspectives and use cases of this same data. Despite this, most 

existing clustering techniques only attempt to produce a single clustering of the data, 

which can be too strict. In this thesis, a general method is proposed to discover 

multiple alternative clusterings of the data, and let users select the clustering(s) they 

are most interested in. In order to cover a large set of possible clustering solutions, a 

diverse set of clusterings is first generated based on various projections of the data. 

Then, similar clusterings are found, filtered, and aggregated into one representative 

clustering, allowing the user to only explore a small set of non-redundant 

representative clusterings. We compare the proposed method against others and 

analyze its advantages and disadvantages, based on artificial and real-world datasets, 

as well as on images enabling a visual assessment of the meaningfulness of the 

discovered clustering solutions. On the other hand, extensive studies and analysis 

concerning a variety of techniques used in the method are made. Results show that 

the proposed method is able to discover multiple interesting and meaningful 

clustering solutions.  
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Chapter 1  

1 Introduction  

Clustering is a technique that helps users to explore hidden structures in their data, by 

automatically grouping a set of unlabeled data points into a number of clusters (i.e. 

groups). This grouping is done in such a way that data points in the same cluster are 

more similar to each other than to those in other clusters [11]. Typical clustering 

algorithms (such as K-Means, Gaussian Mixture Models, etc.) focus on finding a single 

clustering of the data even though alternatives could exist. However, in many real-

world applications, the same data can naturally be interpreted in many ways, leading 

to several plausible clusterings that are reasonable and interesting to the users [16]. In 

this thesis, we address the problem of finding multiple natural groupings of the same 

data. 

 

This problem is both interesting and important as it applies to a variety of real-world 

scenarios. For instance, users may be interested in automatically separating objects 

from their background in an image by clustering the pixels (RGB colors). Although 

this is an example of a low dimensional data, different clusterings can be of interest to 

the user (e.g. due to different colored objects or background colors). In addition, high 

dimensional data such as collections of face images may naturally contain many ways 

of clustering based on different subsets of pixels. For example, one clustering solution 

may reveal clusters corresponding to different persons; another solution may find 

clusters corresponding to different face orientations regardless of the person. Both of 

these are clustering solutions that may be of interest to the user. Other examples 

include people who can be clustered in several meaningful ways, e.g. poor/rich people 

or healthy/unhealthy people. Vehicle data that contains several possible ways of 

clusterings, e.g. driving on highway/city, during summer/winter, or driving by an 

aggressive/calm mode. Text documents can be clustered into clusters modeling their 

topics or e.g. into research/news articles etc. 

1.1 Motivations 

Usual clustering methods search for one optimal set of clusters and simply ignore the 

more general problem of searching for multiple sets of clusters (multiple clustering). 
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This problem is not trivial as it requires novel definitions of the difference between 

clusterings and novel objective functions. 

Recently, several research papers focused on designing algorithms to tackle this 

problem in various ways.  

 

Most of these algorithms such as [1], [3], [7], [8], [11], and [13] start from an existing 

clustering solution, either found based on all the original data or provided by an 

expert, then try to find only one alternative clustering solution to the existing one, by 

maximizing the difference between the two solutions.  

 

On the other hand, by a given initial clustering solution, some methods such as [1], [3], 

and [8] can iteratively find a series of alternative clustering solutions. However, 

because these clusterings depend on the initial clustering, they are not guaranteed to 

cover a wide range of possible solutions, and the quality of the produced clusterings 

highly depends on the quality of the initial one.  

 

There are other methods such as in [10] that modify the objective function of existing 

algorithms (e.g. K-Means) in a way to simultaneously find two different clustering 

solutions. However, these methods are not agnostic to the clustering algorithm. In 

other words, they cannot be used with any clustering algorithm, and therefore, it 

becomes generally hard to modify the objective function of existing clustering 

algorithms in a way to produce several clustering solutions simultaneously. 

 

All these mentioned reasons led us to do this research project in order to design a 

method that can propose the most reasonable clustering solutions that can be hidden 

in the data.   

1.2 Solution 

After conducting an intensive literature research, and implementing several existing 

methods, we ended up to this general method that we propose in this thesis. The 

proposed method is algorithm-independent and not restricted to use a specific 

clustering algorithm. It generates diverse views of the same data in parallel and 

independently from each other based on various projections and performs clustering 

on each view using any (or multiple) clustering algorithm(s). The obtained clusterings 

are further clustered based on a proposed dissimilarity measure, and each group of 
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similar clusterings is aggregated into one final representative clustering solution. 

Results are then visualized to the user who can select the representative clustering 

he/she is most interested in. 

The method is tested on different types of datasets and compared to other existing 

methods. The obtained results are explained and discussed in detail in this report. 

 

1.3 Datasets 

To test the proposed method, as well as comparing it against other methods, datasets 

of different types and dimensions are used: low dimensional artificial datasets (2-D 

and 4-D), an RGB image pixel colors dataset, as well as a high dimensional real 

benchmark data i.e., faces dataset. 

 

The artificial datasets are prepared in which each data point has been labeled. 

Therefore, we know beforehand to which cluster and to which view the data point 

belongs. This facilitates the process of method evaluation.  

 

The RGB pixel colors dataset contains images that we use to visually evaluate the 

result of the method and the difference with other methods by displaying the result as 

an image, which makes it easy to visualize the effects of the proposed method.  

 

In the other hand, the “faces” high dimensional dataset is a dataset that contains 

images of 20 persons. Those images are labeled based on each person’s name, face 

orientation, expression etc. and when we discover clusters that may correspond to 

Figure (1) 
 

 An r-g-b color image on the left which represents a 3-D pixel color dataset 

Four different clustering solutions on the right, each solution has two 

clusters (black / white). 
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"different face positions" or "different people" then we can evaluate our method and 

see if the obtained clusters correspond to the true labels. 

1.4 Challenges 

In fact, successfully doing such project is a challenge itself; however, there are 

interesting points that are worth thinking about and achieving, such as: 

 

• After finding multiple clustering solutions, how to measure the difference of 

one clustering solution from the other ones? 

• How to know that the right clusters have been found in those solutions? 

• After finding reasonable solutions and before presenting them to the user, how 

to evaluate them to know if they are of a good quality or not? 

• How to find a heuristic-kind method to make filtering of groups that consist of 

clustering solutions and going to be aggregated? 

• How to guarantee that clusterings generated by the random projection 

technique are mostly covering the space of clusterings that can be existed in 

the data? 

• If the random projection technique fails, is it possible to find an alternative 

transformation matrix to use rather than using the random projection? 

 

 

 

 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Section 2, a discussion of the 

related work, state of the art, methods, and theories are provided. In Section 3, the 

proposed framework is described in detail. In Section 4, the experimental evaluation 

is presented as well as a comprehensive study and analysis related to the proposed 

method and its steps. The conclusion and future work directions are provided in 

Section 5. Finally, mathematical proofs along with essential implementation codes and 

important notes are added to appendices. 
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Chapter 2  

2 Background 

In this section, we briefly mention the principles in data mining and mathematics that 

are related to this thesis then, we cover existing methods that search for more than one 

clustering in the data and highlight their differences. These methods can mainly be 

distinguished according to whether they search for clusterings in the original data 

space (first category) or after performing a transformation to the data space (second 

category) as we will see later. 

2.1 Definitions 

2.1.1 Cluster and Clustering 

The general definition of a cluster: Given a dataset X, a cluster is the result of grouping 

similar objects in one group and separating dissimilar objects in different groups [14]. 

This is highly related to different similarity functions, cluster characteristics, and data 

types. In the same context, as a cluster is a set of 

similar objects, we define clustering (or clustering 

solution) as a set of clusters. In general, most 

clustering algorithms provide a single clustering 

solution. For example, the K-means algorithm 

aims at a single partitioning of the data in which 

each object is assigned to exactly one cluster. At 

the same time, it aims at one clustering solution in 

which one set of k clusters form the resulting 

groups of objects. 

Clustering techniques are of two types; hard if each data point belongs to only one 

cluster and soft if a data can belong to more than one cluster in the clustering solution 

[15]. However, in both hard and soft clustering, there are different techniques that are 

used in the literature such as Partitional: which determines all clusters at once (e.g. k-

means algorithm) [22] [27], or Hierarchical: that finds successive clusters using 

previously established ones (e.g. agglomerative algorithm) [21]. In this thesis, we 

consider hard clustering, and we used both Partitional and Hierarchical techniques.   

Cluster 1 

Cluster 2 

Figure (2)  
 

One clustering solution. 
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2.1.2 Multiple Clustering 

In simple words, multiple clustering solutions are multiple sets of clusters providing 

more insights than only one solution [19] [20], e.g. one given solution in addition to 

one different grouping forming alternative solutions. In the case of multiple 

clusterings that exist on the same data, each object may have several roles in multiple 

clusters, which are hidden in different views of the data. Therefore, the object should 

be grouped in multiple clusters (one cluster in each solution), representing different 

perspectives on the data. Furthermore, solutions should differ to a high extent, and 

thus, each of these solutions provides additional knowledge, which leads to an 

enhanced extraction of the overall knowledge. One important reality, in multiple 

clustering many alternatives are hidden in projections of the data [16] [17], thus, in this 

thesis we are going to design a clustering method that can ideally detect all those 

clustering solutions in the given data and prepare them in a way to produce only those 

good and different clusterings to the user. Figure (3) gives an example of multiple 

clustering. 

 

2.1.3 Random Projection 

Random projection is an essential part of our proposed method. By using random 

projection technique, the original data space is transformed to a new space that has a 

Figure (3) 
 

Customers database is grouped based on the financial situation in three 
clusters. However, hidden clusters could be found in the same data such as 
healthy/unhealthy customers forming multi-clusterings. 

Average people 

Rich people 

Unemployed people 

Novelty: e.g.  multi-clustering 

(unhealthy people) 

Customers Knowledge: 
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randomly defined and linearly independent basis. This is achieved by picking those 

basis up and constructing a transformation matrix that lies on those basis vectors for 

projection. 

 

Normally, let V be a subspace of ℝ𝑛. Let the set { 𝑏1
⃗⃗  ⃗, 𝑏2

⃗⃗⃗⃗  . . . . . . , 𝑏𝑘
⃗⃗⃗⃗ } be the 𝑘 ∈ ℝ basis 

vectors of the subspace V, where each basis vector is also a member of ℝ𝑛 and randomly 

picked up with preserving the property that keeps all those basis vectors to be linearly 

independent. If a matrix 𝐴𝑛×𝑘 = [ 𝑏1
⃗⃗  ⃗  𝑏2

⃗⃗⃗⃗ …  𝑏𝑘
⃗⃗⃗⃗ ]  is constructed where its columns 

are the basis vectors of the subspace V, then the projection of any vector 𝑥  ∈ ℝ𝑛 onto 

the subspace V is equal to the dot product of this vector 𝑥  by a transformation matrix 

T according to the this formula: 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  = 𝑇. 𝑥  where:   𝑇 = 𝐴 (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇     (1) 

 

The prof of formula (1) is explained in Appendix (A). Basically, if we have the basis 

vectors of a subspace V, then we can construct the above transformation matrix from 

those basis vectors by arranging them in a column vector of a matrix A, taking its 

transpose, calculating the inverse and applying the formula (1). By this way, the 

transformation matrix T is ready for use to project any dataset to the subspace V by 

performing the matrix-vector dot product for each data point. In Figure (4) we see an 

example of a projection of a 3-D object onto a 2-D subspace to know how it looks like 

from a point of view of an observer. If we know the basis of the subspace we can apply 

the above transformation formula to every vector in the 3-D object to know exactly 

how the object should look from this observer point of view. 

 

  

Figure (4) 
 

A projection of a 3-D object projected onto a 2-D subspace. 

Object 

Plane 

Projections 

3-D space 

2-D space 
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2.2 Search for Multiple Clusterings 

2.2.1 In the Original Data Space 

As mentioned, we will cover existing methods that search for more than one clustering 

in the data which are categorized in two categories and will highlight their differences. 

The first category consists of methods that search for clusterings in the original data 

space such as the methods that have been proposed in [1], [2], [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], and 

[12]. As an illustrative example, assume we want to partition the data into two clusters. 

As shown in Figure (5), multiple meaningful clusterings are possible (in this case (a) 

and (b)). To search for such distinct or different clusterings in the original data space, 

these methods perform the search either iteratively or simultaneously. 

 

 

 

Iterative Search 

Most of these approaches in [1], [8], [7], and [11] are iterative. They basically start from 

an initial clustering    of the dataset    (which can be obtained by clustering   , 

or simply assumed to be given as a knowledge). From    and   , these methods 

try to find an alternative clustering    such that    and    are 

dissimilar. Then, this process is repeated iteratively.  

 

COALA algorithm [1] is an example of such approaches. It uses hierarchical 

agglomerative average link approach to group clusterings by using instance level 

constraints to trade off the quality of each clustering versus the dissimilarity between 

clusterings.  

              Dataset                                          (a)                                      (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (5) 
 

The original dataset to the left, and two different clusterings (a) and (b) in the 

same data space. Each of these clusterings contains two clusters. 
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However, these iterative approaches produce a series of clusterings whose quality 

highly depend on the quality of the initial clustering. Moreover, most of them only 

provide two clustering solutions which are the initial one and one alternative. 

 

There are other approaches that take a dataset    and try to find two (or more) 

dissimilar clusterings     and     simultaneously. In other words,    

is based on    and     , and     is based on    and    .  An example 

of such approach is the "decorrelated k-means" algorithm [10].  

Simultaneous Search 

In the methods above, since the clusterings live in the same data space, finding 

clusterings that are dissimilar to each other can be done for example by explicitly 

ensuring that the cluster centers end up in significantly different locations in the 

different clusterings [18]. However, it is usually difficult to modify the objective 

function of any arbitrary clustering algorithm to ensure this property. 

Independent Search 

Other approaches such as in [2] work on the original data space and generate 

clustering solutions independently of each other. This is achieved by relying on the 

non-determinism or local minima of algorithms such as k-means, and the use of 

different parameter settings.  

However, only relying on the non-determinism of algorithms and varying their 

parameters, does not guarantee a fairly good coverage of all reasonable clusterings 

that may be present in the data. 

2.2.2 After a Transformation of the Data Space 

In this category, the existing methods such as in [7], [11], [3], [4] perform a 

transformation of the original space before finding alternative clustering as follows: 

Given a dataset    and a clustering    of   , these methods learn a 

transformation of    into    which is likely to lead to a clustering    dissimilar 

to  .  This is illustrated in Figure (6). The clustering and the data transformation 

steps are performed sequentially in an interleaved fashion.  
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Some of these methods, such as in [11], and [13] are only able to perform one 

transformation which leads to only one new clustering, different from the first one. 

While, few others such as in [3], are designed so that clustering and the data 

transformation steps are performed sequentially in an interleaved fashion.  

These methods are independent of the used clustering algorithm; however, because 

each transformation depends on the previous clustering result, the quality of the 

obtained clusterings is still highly dependent on the quality of the initial clustering  

 

 

2.3 Example Methods 

2.3.1 The Constrained Optimization of the Kullback-Leibler Divergence 

Approach 

This is one of the methods that is used for finding only one alternative solution to an 

existing one on the same dataset [11]. We explain it since it has been used in our 

experiments as a comparison method to our proposed approach. 

 

This method basically performs at the beginning a normal clustering on the original 

dataset   . This will lead to an initial clustering solution   . In the next step, it 

Clustering (a) 

Clustering (b) 

Figure (6) 
 

Two different clusterings (a) and (b) with two clusters 

each. (a) is obtained on the original data . (b) is 

obtained on the data which is transformed based on 

and (a). 
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transfers the original space  to a new space by performing the dot product with a 

transformation matrix D resulting the new space Y. This new space will lead to an 

alternative clustering solution    which is dissimilar to  by using any 

clustering algorithm on the transformed space Y. 

The idea behind the transformation is a constrained optimization problem. The 

problem is formulated so that it should preserve the characteristics of  after 

transformation as much as possible by finding the transformation matrix D that 

minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability distributions of   

  and  Y. To achieve that, the distance in the transformed space between all data 

points and clusters in    is calculated but with keeping in mind that the original 

clusters of   should not be detected as a constraint.  Then, the transformation 

matrix D is found as a solution to the optimization problem as depicted in this formula:  

 

A parameter 𝑎 ≥ 1  is added, and its value is decided by the user. This parameter 

is used to quantify the trade-off between the quality and the alternativeness. 

Thus, the larger value of (𝑎)  the stronger constraints to assign the data point xi to a 

different cluster in the transformed space and not to keep it in the original space, here 

the “alternativeness” property of this method will take place, while the smaller value 

of (𝑎) , the weaker constraints, therefore the “quality” property will take place. After 

integrating the parameter (𝑎) to the above formula, the transformation matrix D 

becomes:  

 

2.3.2 Multiple-Clusterings Via Orthogonal Projections 

This is one of the methods that are used for finding multiple clusterings on the same 

dataset [3]. It has also been used in our experiments for comparing its results with our 

proposed approach results on the same data. 

 

It works as follows: in an iterative fashion, this method firstly performs a normal 

clustering on the original dataset    by using any clustering algorithm. This will lead 

to an initial clustering solution   . In next step, it takes cluster centers of the 

where 

where 
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initial clustering solution and uses the PCA to determine strong principle components 

of the centers. So, the method fits the PCA on those centers. Then, it finds a new space 

that is orthogonal to that PCA to project afterwards the original data on this new space.  

This basically is achieved by using the formula:  

 

 

 

Where  𝑥𝑖
𝑡+1 is the transformed datapoint xi, I is the identity matrix that has a number 

of columns equivalent to the number of dimensions of the dataset, 𝜇𝑗 is centers vector 

of the initial clustering   .  

 

As depicted in Figure (7), after data projection, the method performs a new clustering 

on the new space to find another clustering solution   called an alternative 

clustering, then it iterates again.  

 

In this method, the clustering algorithm in each iteration will search for a new 

clustering in a space that is orthogonal to what has been covered by the existing 

clustering solutions until covering most of the data space or no structure can be found 

in the remaining space. 

 

 

(a) initial clustering & fitting PCA                                           (b) orthogonalization & projection 

 

Figure (7) 
 

Searching for multiple clusterings by clustering the original dataset, fitting a PCA to cluster 

centers in the first solution, finding the space orthogonal to the PCA, and finally, projecting the 

original data space to the new space and do clustering again. 
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2.3.3 COALA 

COALA is an algorithm applied for finding a new clustering, given that an already 

known clustering is available. It automatically generates constraints from the 

background knowledge provided to guide the clustering generation, while allowing 

users to balance between dissimilarity and quality through the quality threshold [1]. 

 

The algorithm is built upon an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm which 

typically starts by treating each object as a single cluster and then iteratively merges a 

pair of clusters which exhibit the strongest similarity. Upon each merge, the pairwise 

similarity between the newly formed cluster and each of the remaining clusters is then 

re-calculated [26] [33]. The “average-linkage” technique is used to calculate the 

distance. This technique calculates the average distance of all pairwise objects between 

clusters.  

 

In this method, a set of cannot-link constraints L, is automatically generated from the 

provided clustering  . Basically, L is a set of pairs of distinct data objects (xi,xj) 

where i ≠ j such that xi and xj are in the same cluster in  . Generating this type of 

constraints set is to ensure that xi, and xj must not be in the same cluster in the 

alternative clustering  . After preparing the constraints set, the algorithm starts 

as explained above. Merging clusters is based on the threshold parameter 𝑤 = 
𝑑𝑄(𝑞1,𝑞2)

𝑑𝑂(𝑜1,𝑜2)
  

that decides which type of merge must the algorithm do; (qualitative or dissimilarity) 

merge. Where  (𝑞1, and  𝑞2)  are two clusters and (dQ) is a quality distance function 

that compute the distance between pair of clusters  (𝑞1, and  𝑞2)  with no constraints 

are applied in each iteration. While (𝑜1, and  𝑜2)  are two clusters and (dO) is a 

dissimilarity distance function that compute the distance between pair of clusters  

(𝑜1, and  𝑜2)  which L constraints are applied, such that if   
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑂
 < 𝑤 then qualitative 

merge is performed, otherwise the dissimilarity merge is performed as depicted in the 

Figure(8). 

 

In COALA algorithm, the assumption is that 𝑑𝑄(𝑞1, 𝑞2) ≤  𝑑𝑂(𝑜1, 𝑜2) because a 

qualitative pair is likely to have a shorter distance than the dissimilar pair whose 

distance depends on the constraints. Therefore, setting w to a relatively high value 

emphasizes quality for the clustering    more than the dissimilarity and vice 

versa. 
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2.3.4 Decorrelated K-Means 

It is an approach that aims to simultaneously find good clusterings of the data that are 

also decorrelated with one another [29]. It presents an iterative “decorrelated” k-

means type objective function which contains error terms (the first and the second) for 

each individual clustering with a crucial difference being that the representative vector 

vi of a cluster is not its mean vector, along with a regularization term (the third and 

the fourth) corresponding to the correlation between clusterings. 

 

 

 

To minimize the above objective function, the decorrelated k-means algorithm starts 

by finding a first clustering solution  with the general k-means algorithm and 

generates a random set of labeling to represent the second clustering  , then it 

computes the cluster mean vectors (αi βj) for each clustering.   

 

The algorithm in an iterative fashion obtains the representative vectors (µi, vj) for both 

clusterings that minimize the above objective function. Then, instead of assigning each 

𝑑𝑄(𝑞1, 𝑞2) 

𝑑𝑂(𝑜1, 𝑜2) 

𝑑𝑄(𝑞1, 𝑞2) 

𝑑𝑂(𝑜1, 𝑜2) 

(a) Qualitative merge                                            (b) dissimilar merge 

 
Figure (8) 

 

Comparing “qualitative merge” and “dissimilar merge”. Figure (a) emphasizes the 

similarity between two clusters with a high ω value, while Figure (b) highlights 

merging dissimilar clusters led by a low ω value. 

representative vector 

of a clustering 

means vector 

 of a clustering 

Compactness of both clustering difference/orthogonality of 

representatives 
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data point to the nearest cluster mean as being in 

the general k-means algorithm, it assigns each 

point xi ∈   to the cluster whose 

representative vector µi has the smallest distance 

to xi, and similarly, it assigns each point xj ∈ 

  to the cluster whose representative 

vector vj has the shortest distance to xj. In each 

iteration, the algorithm updates the representative vectors and assigns points to 

clusters until convergence or until a number of iterations is reached [29]. 

 

 

2.4 Comparing Clustering Solutions 

As mentioned, methods that help us to detect structures in the data and to identify 

interesting subsets (clusters) in the data become important. Furthermore, finding 

multiple clustering in the same data require us to know e.g. how similar are the 

solutions of two different algorithms? If an optimal solution is available, how close is 

the clustering solution to the optimal one? For examining these aspects, it would be 

desirable to have a "measure" for the similarity between two clusterings or for their 

distance as well as for their quality [24] [28] [30]. In this subsection, we introduce and 

explain several measures that are used for comparing clusterings and evaluating their 

quality. 

Figure (9) 
 

Two clustering solutions obtained by the decorrelated k-means algorithm represented by their 

representative vectors (r1r2, s1s2) that become orthogonal after convergence. 

µi and vj formulas that minimize the 

objective function 
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Definitions 

Let X be a finite set of data that has |X| = n datapoints. A clustering C = {C1, . . ,Ck} is a 

set of non-empty disjoint subsets of X such that their union equals to X. The set of all 

clusterings of X is denoted by P(X). For a clustering C = {C1, . . ,Ck}  we assume |Ci| > 

0 for all i = 1, . . . , k.  

Let C’ = {C1 , . . . ,C’l} ∈ P(X) denote a second clustering of X. The matrix M = (mij) of the 

pair C, C’ is a k × l matrix whose ij-th entry equals to the number of elements in the 

intersection of the clusters Ci, C’j such that  

𝑚𝑖𝑗 = | 𝐶𝑖  ∩  𝐶′
𝑗 |, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑙 , 

2.4.1 Measures Based on Counting Pairs 

One way to comparing clusterings is counting pairs of objects that are in the same 

cluster or different clusters under both clusterings. Under this section we will use the 

following sub sets of X: 

S11 = { pairs that are in the same clusters under C and C’ } 

S00 = { pairs that are in different clusters under C and C’ } 

S10 = { pairs that are in the same cluster under C but in different clusters under C’ } 

S01 = { pairs that are in the same cluster under C’ but in different clusters under C } 

Hamming Distance 

Hamming Distance measure is known as disagreement distance. It visualizes 

clusterings as graphs. This measure is based on counting the disagreeing edges on the 

graph [24]. Edges are pairs of in-cluster and between-cluster elements such that: if C[a] 

= C[b] but C’[a] ≠ C’[b] for all a,b ∈ X  then the pair (a,b) is disagreeing. It is defined as: 

𝐻(𝐶, 𝐶′) =  
𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
        𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 

𝑛(𝑛 − 1)

2
 

Classification Error Metric 

In Classification Error metric, instead of looking for disagreeing edges (pairs) as being 

in Hamming Distance, it looks for how many points disagree [30]. In other words, 

clusters in each clustering are observed as sets, and the size of their intersection gives 

a measure of dissimilarity [23]. It is defined as: 

𝐶𝐸(𝐶, 𝐶′) = 1 − 
1

𝑛
 max∑ 𝑛𝑘,𝜎(𝑘)

𝑘

𝑘=1
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Where k, k’ are number of clusters in C, C’ respectively, and k≤ k. σ is a mapping 

between sets {1,2,3,…,k} and {1,2,3,…,k’}. nk,σ(k)  is the number of items in an intersection 

Ck ∩ C’σ(k) . 

This metric finds the optimal mapping between clusters in both clusterings that 

maximize the number of elements in each intersection of clusters, in polynomial time 

by finding the max weight matching in the complete bipartite graph G = (V, E)  where 

V =  {1,2,3,…,k} ∪ {1,2,3,…,k’} and the Edge weight w(k, k’) = |Ck ∩  C’k’| 

Jaccard Index 

Jaccard Index is very similar to Rand Index. However, it disregards the pairs of 

elements that are in different clusters for both clusterings [24]. It is defined as follows: 

 

Rand Index 

It is the most common performance measure for classification problem. It calculates 

the fraction of correctly classified and misclassified elements to all elements. In 

comparing clusterings, Rand index counts misclassified pairs of elements instead of 

elements. It ranges between 0 (most dissimilarity) and 1 (identical clusterings). This 

measure is highly dependent on the number of clusters and elements [30]. It is defined 

as:  

 

Fowlkes-Mallows Index 

This index is for comparing hierarchical clusterings [31]. However, it can also be used 

for flat clusterings if we set the corresponding levels of the hierarchies. This measure 

can be interpreted as the geometric mean of the precision and the recall.  This measure 

has the undesirable property that for small numbers of clusters, the value is very high, 

even for independent clusterings. It is defined as: 
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Chi Squared Coefficient 

It is one of the most well-known measures for statistical issues. It is defined as: 

 

This measure corresponds to evaluating similarity between clusterings with 

assumption that clusterings are independent which is not true in many cases i.e. 

alternative clustering based on known knowledge [32]. 

Mirkin Metric 

It corresponds to the Hamming distance for binary vectors if the set of all pairs of 

elements is enumerated and a clustering is represented by a binary vector defined on 

this enumeration [30]. This metric is sensitive to cluster size in which if each cluster in 

the first clustering has the same elements of each cluster in the second clustering then 

those two clusterings are closer to each other. It is defined as: 

 

Partition Difference 

The Partition Difference [30] simply counts the pairs of elements that belong to 

different clusters under both clusterings. It is defined as: 

 

2.4.2 Measures Based on Set Overlaps 

There are some kinds of measures that try to match clusters that have a maximum 

absolute or relative overlap such as: 

F-Measure 

The F-Measure is used to evaluate the accuracy of a clustering solution. This means it 

is an appropriate index for comparing a clustering with an optimal clustering solution. 

Each cluster of the first clustering is a predefined class of objects and each cluster of 

the second clustering is treated as the result of a query [28]. In other words, The F-

Measure for a cluster C’j with respect to a certain class Ci indicates how “good” the 
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cluster C’j describes the class Ci by calculating the harmonic mean of precision  𝑝𝑖𝑗 =

 
𝑚𝑖𝑗

|𝐶′
𝑗|

  and recall  𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 
𝑚𝑖𝑗

|𝐶𝑖|
  for C’j and Ci as defined in this formula: 

 

 

The overall F-Measure is then defined as the weighted sum of the maximum F-

Measures for the clusters in C’ as showing below: 

 

 

This measure is widely used in our experiments in session 4 as a preferred measure 

for evaluating clustering solutions. 

Meila-Heckerman- and Maximum-Match-Measure 

Similar to F-measure, this measure does not compare the results of the different 

clustering methods among each other, but it compares each clustering result with an 

optimal clustering solution. This measure is defined as:  

 

 

Here, C is a clustering provided by the algorithm, and C’ is an optimal clustering. This 

measure can be generalized to the symmetric Maximum-Match-Measure MM(C,C’) 

which looks for the largest entry mab of the matrix M and match the corresponding 

clusters Ca and C’b which are the cluster pair with the largest overlap. Afterwards, cross 

out the ath row and the bth column and repeat until the matrix M has 0 size. Then, sum 

up matches and divide it by the total number of elements. The measure is defined as: 

 

 

Where i’ is the index of the cluster in C’ that is matched to cluster Ci∈ C.  
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Van Dongen-Measure 

It is a symmetric measure, that is also based on maximum intersections of clusters [30]. 

It is defined as follows: 

 

 

This measure has the nice property of being a metric on the space of all clusterings of 

the underlying set X. 

2.4.3 Measures Based on Mutual Information 

Measures based on Mutual Information to comparing clusterings have originated in 

information theory and based on the notion of entropy. 

Entropy 

The entropy for an information, e.g. a text T, with alphabet Σ is defined as:  

  

 

Where pi is the probability of finding a letter i in the text T, (Y is a discrete random 

variable taking |Σ| values and P(Y = i) = pi ). It is measured by bits where S(T).|T| is 

the amount of bits that are needed for the text T.  

Applying entropy to clusterings comparison, we assume that all elements of X have 

the same probability of being picked and choosing an element of X at random, the 

probability that this element is in cluster Ci∈ C is  𝑃(𝑖) =  
| 𝐶𝑖 |

𝑛
 , then the entropy 

associated with clustering C is 

 

 

Informally, the entropy of a clustering C is a measure for the uncertainty about the 

cluster of a randomly picked element. 
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Mutual Information 

The mutual information I is a metric on the space of all clusterings. It is an extension 

of the notion of entropy, which describes how much we can reduce the uncertainty 

about the cluster of a random element when knowing its cluster in another clustering 

of the same set of elements [32]. The mutual information between two clusterings C, 

C’ is defined as: 

       

 

Where P(i,j) is  the probability that an element belongs to cluster Ci in C and to cluster 

C’j in C’.  

The mutual information between two clusterings is bounded by their entropies. 

 

Normalized Mutual Information by Strehl & Ghosh 

It is the problem of combining multiple clusterings into a single one without accessing 

the original features or algorithms that determined these clusterings [30]. Strehl and 

Ghosh approximately determine the clustering that has the maximal average 

normalized mutual information with all the clusterings in consideration. The 

normalized mutual information between two clusterings is defined as: 

  

We have  with  for C = C’ and  if for all 1≤ i≤ k, 

and for 1≤ j ≤ l, we have  or . 

Normalized Mutual Information by Fred & Jain 

In order to obtain a good and robust clustering of a given set of elements, Fred and 

Jain propose to combine the results of multiple clusterings instead of using just one 

particular algorithm [30]. The solution should satisfy some properties; consistency 

with the set of clusterings, robustness to small variations in the set of clusterings, and 

goodness of fit with the ground truth information (if available). To satisfy these 

properties, Fred and Jain search for the clustering that maximizes the average 
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normalized mutual information with all the clusterings, where the normalized mutual 

information between two clusterings is defined as: 

  

 

We have  with  for C = C’ and  if  or 

 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ l. 

Variation of Information 

It is another measure based on the entropy. It is defined as: 

 

 

The first term corresponds to the amount of information about C that we lose, while 

the second term corresponds to the amount of information about C' that we still have 

to gain, when going from clustering C to C'. 

2.5 Problem Statement 

2.5.1 Background 

In this thesis, we are going to design a method that finds a set of reasonable clusterings 

from different views of the data, in a way that each of those clusterings is different 

from the others and produces them to the user to choose which is more interesting to 

him. The addressed problem can be expressed as follows: Given a dataset, how do we 

find a set of most reasonable and dissimilar clusterings?   

 

For example, assume that a given data is consisting of some Gaussians as real clusters 

as shown in figure (10), and the owner of this data is interested in finding some 

groupings. If we apply unsupervised clustering to this data, then we could find out 

some clusters such as shown in figure (11). However, if we use another unsupervised 

method, then we could find completely different clusterings compared to the previous 

ones which the user could be interested in one of them; for example, we could find 

other different clusters like in figure (12), and figure (13). Therefore, our goal is to 
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propose multiple clusterings that are dissimilar and have a good quality based on this 

data, in which the user checks and decides which one will keep.   

 

 

 

The following example will explain the goal with more details in the context of human 

identity recognition. Given a set of face images of different people, each one has 

several images in various positions. By using a supervised approach, we can classify 

who are those people, e.g. Fried and Sara.  However, when the class labels are not 

available, we use an unsupervised approach. In this case, those images could be of 

people that maybe are doing something which we do not know beforehand. Assume 

that the given dataset of people is grouped two times by different clustering methods 

in two clusters each time e.g. “Fried and Sara” in the first clustering solution, and to 

“looking to the right, and looking to the left” in the second clustering solution. 

 

The same data is grouped by another clustering algorithm or by setting different 

parameters, the result could be completely different from the previous solutions, such 

as “looking happy or looking sad”. In this example, the first and second time 

Figure (10) 

The original data of six Gaussians 

G1 

G2 

G3 

G4 

G5 

G6 

Figure (11) 

 one solution S1 = {(g1, g5, g6), (g2, g3, g4)} 

Figure (13) 

another solution S2 = {(g1, g2, g3), (g4, g5, g6)} 

Figure (12)  

another solution S2 = {(g1, g2, g6), (g3, g4, g5)} 
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clustering, the images are grouped based on different people and different face 

orientations respectively, whereas the third clustering, images are grouped based on 

something exists in those images that we do not know what it is and is discovered by 

the last clustering which we can call it “face expression”.  

 

All the above solutions are reasonable and worth it to be presented to the user for 

deciding which is/are interested. 

2.5.2 Abstract Problem Definition 

General notions: 

DB ⊆ Domain:   a set of objects (usually Domain = d) 

 i :    clustering (set of clusters  C j) of the objects DB 

Clusterings:    theoretical set of all clusterings 

Q: Clusterings →     function to measure the quality of a clustering 

Diss: Clusterings x Clusterings →   function to measure the dissimilarity between clusterings 

 

Aim: 

  Detect clusterings   1  . . . . .   m   such that:  

 Q (  i ) is high ∀ i ∈ {1 . . . . m} 

 Diss (  i  ,  j ) is high ∀ i,j ∈ {1 . . . . m}, i ≠ j 
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Chapter 3  

3 Proposed Approach 

3.1 Abstract Introduction 

The proposed method can be summarized in the three steps illustrated in Figure (14). 

First, a variety of clusterings are generated based on various projections of the data. 

Second, these clusterings are in turn clustered into a number of groups (clusters). 

Third, clustering solutions that are part of the same cluster are aggregated in order to 

get a final set of few representative clustering solutions, to present for the user. 

 

 

 

3.2 Method’s Three Steps 

Let    be a dataset, where    is a data point and    is 

the data dimensionality (number of features). Let    denote a clustering 

of    into a number of clusters. 

 

 

 

Random Projection Agglomerative Approach Get 

representatives 

. 

. 

. 

Clustering S1 

Clustering S2 

Clustering S3 

Clustering Sn 

Figure (14) 
 

The three steps of the proposed method. 

D 

A 

T 
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E 
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3.2.1 Generating Various Clusterings Simultaneously 

In order to insure a good coverage of possible clustering solutions, the first step 

consists in building a diverse set    of many clusterings of  .  

To do so, we generate several versions or transformations of    and we perform 

clustering in each of them. This transformation is done by projecting the original data  

  on a randomly generated matrix    whose components are drawn from the a 

normal distribution    where  .  Therefore, each view    is defined 

as 

 

 

 

where    denotes a matrix    with    lines and    columns. The set of clusterings  

  is then obtained by applying a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) clustering to each 

view. 

 

It is worth noting that the clusterings in    are generated simultaneously and 

independently from each other, thus, they can be computed in parallel. This is in 

contrast to most existing methods, which find new clusterings sequentially based on 

previous ones. However, because they are generated independently, some clusterings 

in    can be redundant. This problem is easily solved by grouping the clusterings to 

get the main representative ones as explained in the next steps. 

 

Figure (15)  
 

An example of a set P of multiple clusterings generated on several random projections of the original 

data X each clustering solution i.e. Sa, Sb …. consists of datapoints labels. 
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3.2.2 Clustering of The Clustering Solutions 

As mentioned previously, some clustering solutions in    can be redundant or very 

similar, thus, it makes sense to group them. 

In order to group clusterings, a convenient dissimilarity metric between two 

clusterings needs to be defined. We say that two clusterings    and    are exactly 

the same if for all clusters    in the first clustering solution, data points that are 

part of    are all part of one cluster    in the second clustering solution. From 

this, we define the dissimilarity metric    based on the number of pairs of 

points that are not grouped together in the two clustering solutions    and  .   

 

More formally, let    (resp.    ) be the function that matches an input point 

to its corresponding cluster in the clustering solution    (resp.    ). Let    

be an indicator function which gives    if the points    and    are part of the same 

cluster in one solution but part of different clusters in the other solution: 

 

 

 

Therefore, the dissimilarity    is defined as follows, where the sum goes 

through all pairs of points  .  

 

 
 

 

Figure (16)  
 

Sa and Sb are two solutions from P that are of the same dataset X. In this example, both xi and xj belong 

to a same cluster in Sa, but to different clusters in Sb. According to the proposed dissimilarity metric, this 

increases the dissimilarity by 1.   
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Let    be the matrix of size   , or all pairwise dissimilarities between 

clustering solutions in   ; i.e. each component  .  Therefore, 

each row    in the dissimilarity matrix    is a vector representation of the 

corresponding clustering solution  .  At this point, any clustering algorithm can be 

used to cluster the solutions in    based on their vector representations. However, as 

the number of main representative solutions is unknown, we use the hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering algorithm as it allows visualizing the results with a 

Dendrogram (a tree diagram to visualize the hierarchy of clusters) and let the user, 

based on that, decide for a convenient final number of representative clustering 

solutions. 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Aggregating Similar Clustering Solutions 

At this point, the clustering solutions in    are grouped into clusters. Presenting to 

the user all solutions that are part of the same cluster is inconvenient. Instead, we 

represent in this work each cluster (of solutions) by a final representative clustering 

solution which can then be presented to the user. 

 

Let    be a cluster of    clustering solutions. A usual way to combine 

them is to select one reasonably good clustering from    . This clustering is usually 

the one which is most similar to the other clusterings, i.e., the most central or median 

clustering. In this section, instead of selecting a representative solution from   , we 

Figure (17)  
 

Assuming P contains 60 clustering solutions of X.  A|P|x|P| represents the pairwise solutions 

dissimilarity matrix measured by D. Applying agglomerative clustering on A leads to groupings 

those solutions. 
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aggregate all clusterings in    into a single clustering solution. In order to achieve 

this, we encode each data point    according to the number of clustering 

solutions in which point    and every other point    are grouped together. 

 

For a cluster    (of clustering solutions) and a pair of data points   , let us 

define the function    which returns the number of times    and    are grouped 

together: 

 

 

 

Where    is an indicator function which returns    if the input condition is true, 

and    otherwise. Therefore, for a given   , the data points in    are represented by 

a matrix    where each component   ; i.e., each row  

is a representation of the data point    based on  . 

Finally, to aggregate the clusterings of    into one representative solution, it is 

sufficient to perform clustering on the dataset represented as    instead of    . 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure (18) 
 

The 60 clustering solutions of P = {S1, S2, … S60} are grouped in three clusters: C0 = {39 

dp}, C1 = {13 dp}, and C2 = {8 dp}. The numbers in XCo, the representative matrix of C0, 

are the times in which corresponding pair of points have occurred together in one 

cluster among all solutions of C0. Note that the number 39 means that two data points 

occurred together in all C0 solutions. Therefore, they are most likely be in the final 

representative solution. To aggregate C0 it is sufficient to perform clustering on the 

dataset XCo instead of X. 
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3.3 The Algorithm 

Algorithm Inputs:  

Dataset Matrix 𝑋 ∈ ℝ𝑛 × 𝑑 where: 𝑛 ∈ ℝ, 𝑑 ∈ ℝ  

Number of clusters 𝑘 ∈  ℝ 

Number of final representative solutions 𝑘𝑘 ∈  ℝ 

Number of transformations to generate 𝑛𝑡𝑟 ∈  ℝ 

 

Algorithm Output:  

A matrix 𝑍𝑍 ∈ ℝ𝑘𝑘 × 𝑛 × 1 that contains 𝑘𝑘 final representative solutions 

 

Pre-processing: 

Center the data to have a zero mean 

 

Step1: Generate clusterings 

𝑃 ∈  ℝ𝑛𝑡𝑟 × 𝑛 × 1 
← Loop 𝑛𝑡𝑟 times to get solutions matrix: 

 𝑍 ∈ ℝ𝑛 × 𝑑 ← Perform gaussian random projection of 𝑋 onto a  

   Space that has same dimensions of 𝑋 

 𝑌 ∈ ℝ𝑛 × 1  ← Perform a Gaussian Mixture Model clustering on 𝑍 to  

   get a clustering Solution 𝑌 

 [𝑃]𝑛𝑡𝑟 × 𝑛 ×1  ← 𝑌 Append clustering solution 𝑌 to solutions matrix [𝑃] 

  

Step2: Grouping solutions of [P] 

𝑌𝑌 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑡𝑟 × 1  ← Perform agglomerative clustering with number of clusters kk+3 on the 

 solutions matrix [𝑃]𝑛𝑡𝑟 × 𝑛 ×1 with D distance metric to get a model  

 that has a 𝒍𝒂𝒃𝒆𝒍 ∈ [0, 𝑘𝑘 + 2] for each solution in [𝑃] such that: 

 

 ∀(𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑥𝑗 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑎 ∈ [0, 𝑛𝑡𝑟 − 1], 𝑏 ∈ [0, 𝑛𝑡𝑟 − 1], 𝐶𝑎(𝑥𝑖⋁𝑗)
∈ [𝑃]𝑎 , 𝐶𝑏(𝑥𝑖⋁𝑗)

∈ [𝑃]𝑏): 

 𝐷([𝑃]𝑎 , [𝑃]𝑏)
 = ∑1   ((𝐶𝑎(𝑥𝑖)

= 𝐶𝑎(𝑥𝑗)
 ∧  𝐶𝑏(𝑥𝑖)

= 𝐶𝑏(𝑥𝑗)
 ) ∨ (𝐶𝑏(𝑥𝑖)

= 𝐶𝑏(𝑥𝑗)
 ∧  𝐶𝑎(𝑥𝑖)

= 𝐶𝑎(𝑥𝑗)
)) 

 

Step3: Find representative solutions 

𝐹 ∈ ℝ𝑘𝑘 × 1  ← 𝐺(𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍 ,𝑌𝑌, 𝑘𝑘)  call this function to perform a quality and a dissimilarity 

 filtering on clusters of solutions that are labeled in YY to get at the end 

 kk filtered groups labels.  

  

𝑍𝑍 ∈ ℝ𝑘𝑘 × 𝑛 × 1  ← Loop for each element in F to get a matrix of final solutions 

 𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝐶𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑛 × 𝑛 ← Loop 𝑛 times to get a new representation of 𝑋 

   For each cluster of solutions 𝐶𝑘𝑘 , such that: 

 

   ∀(𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑥𝑗 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐶𝑘𝑘) 

   𝐺(𝐶𝑘𝑘 , 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗)
 
= ∑ 1(𝐶𝑎(𝑥𝑖)

= 𝐶𝑎(𝑥𝑗)
)𝑆𝑎∈𝐶𝑘𝑘
 

 

 𝑌′ ∈ ℝ𝑛 × 1  ← Perform Gaussian Mixture Model on 𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝐶𝑘𝑘 to get a  

   Representative clustering Solution of 𝑋𝐶𝑘𝑘 solutions 

 [𝑍𝑍]𝑘𝑘 × 𝑛 ×1  ← 𝑌′ Append clustering solution 𝑌′ to the final 

   representative solutions matrix [𝑍𝑍] 
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Chapter 4  

4 Experiments  

In this section, we perform experiments on both synthetic and real data to investigate 

whether or not our method gives reasonable alternative clustering solutions with high 

quality. We first test our method on synthetic datasets in Section 4.1 to get a better 

understanding of the method. Then we test our method on real data in Section 4.2 In 

particular, we perform face (recognition, position, and expression) related clustering 

experiments on “faces” dataset, and then will proceed with image segmentation on 

different 3-D-pixel-color image datasets.  

 

We compare our method against four recently proposed algorithms for alternative 

clustering: The constrained optimization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence approach 

[11], the orthogonal projection clustering [3], The COALA [1], and the correlated k-

means multiple clusterings [29], along with testing our method’s ability to find more 

than two clustering solutions on faces dataset, and images. Finally, in Section 4.3 deep 

discussions and analysis related to the proposed method are given.   

Evaluation Measures 

The evaluation of clustering results is a challenging problem. Two types of criteria are 

generally used for measuring cluster quality: external and internal criteria. External 

criteria measure the agreement between the clustering result and an external input 

(usually from a ground truth known labels). Internal criteria, on the other hand, 

measure quality based on characteristics of the data and the partitioning result.  

 

In our experiments, we evaluate our results on both types of criteria. The external 

criteria serve two purposes in our setting. The first purpose is to measure the 

dissimilarity between final clustering solutions. The more dissimilar, the better the 

result is. Here we use Jaccard distance as dissimilarity measure (1 - Jaccard index) 

which we mentioned in the Background session. 

 

If the dataset has e.g. two labelings as a ground truth, then the second purpose is to 

measure the similarity between the final clustering solutions and the true labels in each 

final solution for evaluation. The higher the similarity, the better the result is. For this 
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purpose, we utilize the f-measure suggested in [30] and defined earlier in Subsection 

2.4.2 as our preferred measure. 

 

In addition to the above evaluation criteria, when a random data is used, multiple 

trials in each experiment are conducted. The average f-scores of each labeling obtained 

by our proposed method is compared with those averages obtained by the other 

methods, and a student t-test is performed to evaluate the difference between results 

whether or not a statistically significant as will be seen in next sessions.         

4.1 Experiments on Synthetic Datasets 

In order to get a better understanding of our method and to test its applicability, we 

first perform our proposed approach on two synthetic datasets. The first synthetic data 

has two possible clustering structures in two dimensions. The second synthetic dataset 

has four dimensions, in every two dimensions, there are three clusters. In this dataset, 

we investigate whether our approach can discover alternative clusterings in higher 

dimensions synthetic datasets. 

4.1.1 Using a 2-D random synthetic dataset 

Experiment Setting 

As a simple proof of concept, in the first experiment, we generate a dataset 𝑿 ∈ ℝ𝟒𝟎𝟎 × 𝟐 

consisting of four overlapping Gaussians with 400 two-dimensional data points (100 

per Gaussian), with the following means: µ1= (0, 2), µ2= (0, 4), µ3= (2.5, 2), µ4= (2.5, 4), 

and with the identity I2/3 covariance matrix. The dataset is then centered to have zero 

mean as shown in Figure (19 - a). We set the number of transformations (random 

projections) in the first step to ntr = 60, the number of clusters to be found to K=2, and 

the number of final representative solutions in step three to KK=2.   

 

We would like to mention here that in step one we are going to do the transformation 

of the original dataset to a new space by generating a set of randomly and linearly 

independent basis vectors that each one has the same dimensions of the dataset. These 

basis vectors are used by our method to construct the transformation matrix R. In this 

case, the parameter d’ that is mentioned in section “3.2.1 Generating Various 

Clusterings Simultaneously” is equivalent to the number of the dimensions of the 
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dataset d. Therefore, the transformation matrix will be sampled from the normal 

distribution 𝒩 (0,
1

𝑑
). After running the method, the expected result should be as the 

follows: 

 

• A first clustering solution which contains a cluster consisting of the two top 

Gaussians and a cluster consisting of the two bottom Gaussians as shown in 

Figure (19 - b);  

• A second clustering solution which contains a cluster consisting of the two left 

Gaussians and a cluster consisting of the two right clusters as shown in Figure 

(19 - c).  

 

 

Experiment Process 

The experiment is repeated 59 times (an arbitrary number of trials) since we use a 

Gaussian random multivariate dataset. The f-measure results are accumulated and 

evaluated with a student t-test. The process of each trail is explained in this session 

with details. 

 

The dataset is created, Figure (19) shows a plot of the dataset in the original state with 

the expected clustering solutions. The method in the first step will generate 60 random 

projections that will lead to 60 clustering solutions by applying Gaussian Mixture 

Model in each of them. In the second step the method will group those solutions in a 

way that similar solutions be together by utilizing agglomerative clustering algorithm 

with average linkage technique that computes the pairwise distances between 

(a)                                                                       (b)                                                                     (c) 
 

Figure (19) 
  

Synthetic dataset as can be seen in the first trail in original state and labelings. It consists of 

four Gaussians (indicated with different markers) and it is centered at zero. 
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clusterings and number of final groups equal to kk+1=2+1=3 (we are going to explain 

in the next session the reason of setting the number of final solutions to 3 instead of 2). 

To achieve this, we use a proposed dissimilarity metric which we explained in session 

3.2.2. The agglomerative algorithm prints out a dendrogram that visualizes the 

hierarchy of those generated clustering solutions. See Figure (20). 

 

Now, by having a look at this dendrogram, it can visually be gotten a feeling on how 

many final clustering solutions the proposed method can present as final solutions. 

Those groups of clustering solutions are not necessarily two groups which therefore 

lead to two final representative 

solutions, but they can be more than two 

groups. E.g. in the dendrogram there is 

a big group of clusterings that are 

labeled as (1).  

 

The distance of these clusterings seems 

to be similar. Similarly, the solutions 

that are labeled as (0) have similar 

distances. But if we analyze those 

clusterings that are labeled as (2) we 

observe that their distances can be 

distinguished differently, as they are 

grouped in five different sub groups. 

This depends on the structure of the data i.e. overlap between clusters, number of 

clusters in each solution, and the size of each of them. Therefore, taking in account that 

those three groups labeled as (0, 1, and 2) represent clustering solutions that are very 

similar (number of agreements between pairs is similar), two of these groups will 

represent final solutions that can be interested in, and another one can represent 

groups of solutions that are mixture of the two original labelings as if the solutions in 

the group have grouped in sub groups with different distances as can be seen in the 

Figure (20).  

 

This experiment illustrates this point of view and compares the final representative 

clusterings that found by our method against the other four methods in [11] [3] [1] [29]. 

Turning back to the experiment, before performing the third step, the method filters 

those groups of solutions in a way to keep only those solutions that can make good 

Figure (20) 
  

Dendrogram shows how 60 clustering 

solutions are grouped based on similar 

distances. Clusterings are labeled to 0,1,2 

three different “clusters”. 
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representatives by aggregation. Filtering process using kind of heuristics and it is 

explained with details in session (4.3.4 Which groups of clusterings the method will 

aggregate?). This kind of filtering will make two candidates of groups of clusterings 

to be aggregated in step three. 

 

In the third step, the method aggregates each candidate group of solutions to get at 

the end different final representative solutions.  

 

Another choice is to do not make filtering of clusters of solutions in step two. In this 

case, all groups of solutions are going to be aggregated in step three. Therefore, at the 

end, more groups will be aggregated which will lead to more final representative 

solutions. Those representative solutions will be visualized to the user and at that time 

the user makes the decision on which final solution(s) he/she will pick.  

 

Figure (21) shows the possible final solutions that are proposed by our method without 

filtering. It is clear that filtering will lead to the solutions illustrated in (b, and c) that 

are more reasonable in this experiment.  

 

 

Evaluation Rules and Techniques 

To evaluate the result of this experiment, data points are labeled beforehand to build 

a ground truth of knowledge that can be used for evaluation. An essential part of the 

evaluation is to know how the final solutions agree with the original labelings, in 

other words, how much the clusters in the final clustering solutions represent those in 

the given knowledge. Whereas the second part of the evaluation is computing the 

(a)                                                                       (b)                                                                     (c) 
 

Figure (21) 
  

Three final clustering solutions obtained by our method. Two of them (b) and (c) represent the 
original labelings, while (a) represents a mixture that can be interesting. Filtering in step two 
will keep only the solutions in b and c 
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dissimilarity between the resulted final solutions, and then, finding the quality of 

each clustering structure.  

 

To achieve the first purpose, f-measure is utilized which compares the resulted 

clusterings against an optimal solution (the ground truth). To process this step, let L1, 

L2 be the true two labelings of the dataset X. Let Y1, Y2 be the final representative 

solutions of the proposed method. Let f-L1, f-L2 be the f-score of both labelings 

computed by f-measure. Let m1 denote the proposed method and m2, m3, m4, m5 

denote the various methods that are in the comparison.  

Table (1) illustrates some f-scores of labeling 1 accumulated from 59 trials. The table 

shows a comparison of five different methods including our method. It ends with an 

average of each f-score, and a t-test result of each labeling.  

 

For achieving the second purpose, the adjusted Jaccard index to measure the similarity 

between clustering is used. Since the adjusted Jaccard index is a similarity measure, 

the Jaccard distance can be computed from it by subtracting the Jaccard index from 

one. Let J-m1 denote the mean Jaccard distance between two final solutions resulted 

by our method, J-m1, J-m2, J-m3, J-m4 denote the Jaccard distances between final 

clustering solutions obtained by other methods respectively. Values are bounded 

between 0 (identical clustering) and 1 (very dissimilar clustering). So, the more 

distance between clusterings, the more dissimilarity.  

Table (2) shows those distances, the means, and the t-test evaluation result against our 

method.  

 

To make a deep evaluation, Silhouette coefficient is used to validate the consistency 

within clusters, which measures how similar an object is to its own cluster (cohesion) 

compared to other clusters (separation). Therefore, and similarly, let S-m1 denote the 

mean of Silhouette coefficients of the final two clustering solutions obtained by our 

method. S-m2, S-m3, S-m4, S-m5 denote the means of Silhouette coefficients of final 

solutions obtained by the other methods respectively. Values are bounded between 0 

(bad clustering) and 1 (very good clustering).  

Table (3) shows those coefficients, the means, and t-test for evaluation against our 

method.  
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Results and Discussions 

In this experiment, all methods have found both clustering solutions represented by 

the two different labeling L1 and L2 with some variations in performance, qualities, and 

dissimilarities between final solutions. 

 

It can be seen from the result of t-tests depicted in Table (1) that f-scores obtained from 

all methods after finding the first labeling have not significant difference among all of 

the methods.  This means that all methods perform equally when they look for L1 in 

this dataset. But when they look for the second labeling it can be seen in Table (2) that 

the average score of f-measure obtained by the proposed method is the highest one 

among the other methods, and the t-test result shows that the difference is statistically 

significant with 95% of significant level from three different methods, where COALA 

algorithm performs slightly similar.  

 

Looking to the dissimilarity between final clusterings in Table (3), The average Jaccard 

distance between the final solutions in the proposed method is the highest compared 

to the other four methods, which means that the dissimilarity of resulted solutions is 

the highest in this dataset. While the decorrelated k-means algorithm has the lowest 

dissimilarity in this experiment. The t-test shows that the averages are statistically 

different from each other except the COALA that seems to perform slightly similar to 

our proposed method. 

 

Regarding clustering quality, Silhouette index is used to measure the compactness and 

the separation within one solution. Table (4) shows the average values obtained from 

all methods. We see from the table that the highest score is around 0.5 and obtained 

by the “multi-view clustering via orthogonalization [3]” method, while the other 

scores range between 0.35 and 0.45 with a significant difference. However, Silhouette 

scores are highly affected by the structure of the data i.e. overlap between clusters. 

Therefore, since this dataset consists of four overlapping clusters, Silhouette scores 

obtained by all methods are not high even though the difference has a significant.     

 

As a conclusion, the proposed method found the expected clustering solutions with 

significantly different scores of the second labeling, clustering dissimilarity, as well as 

clustering quality comparing with other multi-clustering methods on this dataset. 
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Trail Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

1 0.502664694 0.499443826 0.973314357 0.678249678 0.116185479

… … … … … …

58 0.959971535 0.959971535 0.502664694 0.929992999 0.956643061

59 0.665928364 0.959983994 0.959983994 0.979991997 0.956643061

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.736564809 0.694339272 0.751661985 0.714229362 0.794136188

± 0.053997836 0.059955947 0.05929009 0.054262578 0.070383562

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

0.297027504 0.706981285 0.114844151 0.196495886

Not Not Not NotSignificantly different?

t-test

Avg:

Labeling 1 f-score

Table (1) 
 

f-scores of the first labeling obtained by the proposed method compared against: 

Constraint optimization method [11], orthogonal projection [3] method, COALA 

[1] algorithm, decorrelated Kmeans [29] algorithm. The first part is an illustrative 

table shows f-scores values from 59 trails. The second part shows the averages f-

scores. The third part shows the student t-test result. 

Table (2) 
 

Average f-scores of the second labeling and Student t-test results compared 

against previously mentioned four methods. 

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.789557428 0.690109394 0.698295482 0.690798296 0.582866799

± 0.044157268 0.054865269 0.056448196 0.061341145 0.035223111

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

0.005542987 0.012108844 0.29470291 3.43E-11

Yes Yes Not Yes

Labeling 2 f-score

Avg:

t-test

Significantly different?

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.622655367 0.507457627 0.500564972 0.485762712 0.549717514

± 0.03292112 0.018213791 0.004453254 0.049313335 0.079659532

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

1.25E-08 2.92E-11 0.001885962 9.30E-02

Yes Yes Yes Not

Avg:

t-test

Significantly different?

Jaccard Distance (1 - Jaccard Index)

Table (3) 
 

Average f-scores of the Jaccard distance t-test results compared against 

previously mentioned four methods.  
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4.1.2 Using a 4-D synthetic dataset 

Experiment Setting 

In the second experiment, a four-

dimensional synthetic dataset 

𝑿 ∈ ℝ𝟐𝟓𝟎 × 𝟒 with 250 data points 

and two views is generated. It is 

generated three Gaussian 

clusters in the view which 

consists of features F1 and F2, 

with 50, 50, and 150 data points 

respectively, and means 

(12.5,12.5), (9.5,15), (16.5,10.5). 

 

It is generated another mixture 

of three Gaussian clusters in the 

view which consists of features 

F3 and F4, with 100, 100, and 50 

data points respectively, and 

means (5,8), (5.5,10.5), (12.5,10). 

The two views are combined to 

have a four-dimensional dataset 

(with features F1, F2, F3, F4). In 

this experiment, we investigate 

how well our method can find the two different clustering solutions (each with 3 

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.34427486 0.438218704 0.520279858 0.346842958 0.378599332

± 0.007561954 0.005113169 0.003502892 0.006307872 0.004815591

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

1.45E-40 2.58E-72 0.960722997 6.01E-12

Yes Yes Not Yes

t-test

Significantly different?

Silhoette Score

Avg:

Table (4) 
 

Average f-scores of the Silhouette and Student t-test results compared against 

previously mentioned four methods.  

F1                                                     F3 

F
4 

F
2 

Figure (22) 

 

First final clustering solution provided by our method. 

Three clusters are found in the view induced by 

features F1 and F2  

F1                                                     F3 

F
4 F
2 

Figure (23) 

 

First final clustering solution provided by our method. 

Three clusters are found in the view induced by 

features F3 and F4  
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clusters) in comparison to the other four methods as we did in the first experiment. So, 

the number of projections ntr = 60, the number of clusters to be found K=3, and the 

number of final representative solutions KK=2. 

 

Likewise, in the previous experiment, we are not going to reduce the dimensions of 

the dataset when the random projection takes place. Therefore, the number of 

dimensions of the randomly generated basis is equivalent to the original dataset’s 

dimensions d, and the transformation matrix will be sampled from the normal 

distribution 𝒩 (0,
1

𝑑
). 

 

We would like also to mention that since the dataset is artificial, this experiment is 

repeated 59 times. In each trial the average values of (f-measure, Jaccard distance, and 

Silhouette index) are collected for analyzing the three major properties; the 

representativeness of final solutions of the original labels, and the dissimilarity 

between final clusterings, and finally, the quality of final clustering. 

 

Figure (22) shows the result in the first trial. The first clustering solution is found by 

our proposed method, which consists in the clusters of the view induced by features 

F3 and F4. Figure (23) shows the second clustering solution found by our proposed 

method, which consists in the clusters of the view induced by features F1 and F2. 

Results and Discussions 

In this experiment, all methods have also found both labelings L1, and L2 with some 

variations in f-scores regarding the ground truth, dissimilarity, and clustering quality. 

 

With this 4-D dataset, from Tables (5,6,7,8), it can be seen that all methods perform 

significantly similar when finding labeling 1 since the average f-score of most methods 

is similar except COALA which performs better. Finding the second labeling, our 

method performs significantly better than [11] and [29] methods while performs 

significantly similar to the methods in [3] and [1]. Concerning the dissimilarity 

between final solutions, the average f-score in our method is the highest among the 

rest of methods but without a significant difference, while clusterings quality obtained 

by our method is significantly the best one. Therefore, from those tables, we conclude 

that our method has found all expected clustering solutions with significantly good 

scores in most t-tests compared to other methods. 
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Table (5) 
 

f-scores of L1 obtained by the proposed method compared to [11] [3] [1] [29] 

methods. The first part is an illustrative f-scores table from 59 trails. The second 

part shows the averages f-scores. The third part shows the student t-test result. 

Trail Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

1 0.333333333 0.488888889 0.388888889 0.666666667 0.490225455

… … … … … …

58 0.165837479 0.488888889 0.34541776 0.666666667 0.488888889

59 0.666666667 0.388888889 0.488888889 0.666666667 0.388888889

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.448878458 0.445420604 0.442492997 0.671572236 0.459399476

± 0.043181773 0.028827882 0.020978644 0.028312843 0.026163197

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

0.894176791 0.790523251 9.28E-30 0.677362

Not Not Yes Not

Labeling 1 f-score

Avg:

t-test

Significantly different?

Table (6) 
 

Average f-scores of L2 and Student t-test results compared to [11] [3] [1] [29] 

methods. Average f-score of proposed method is the highest among all four 

methods, and it is better with significant difference compared with two methods.  

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.673617002 0.542616245 0.609297627 0.606984139 0.476739102

± 0.074422572 0.084376986 0.085403244 0.063009611 0.083291843

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

0.021495514 0.258067258 0.402565613 6.01E-04

Yes Not Not Yes

Labeling 2 f-score

Avg:

t-test

Significantly different?

Table (7) 
 

The average Jaccard distance and Student t-test compared to [11] [3] [1] [29] 

methods. Our method has the highest distance but without a significant 

difference. 

  

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.749830508 0.738711864 0.714644068 0.515423729 0.666101695

± 0.043711799 0.070931789 0.06779496 0.075982836 0.075093974

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

7.90E-01 3.84E-01 0.089050695 5.62E-02

Not Not Not Not

Jaccard Distance (1 - Jaccard Index)

Avg:

t-test

Significantly different?
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4.2 Experiments on Benchmark Datasets 

Faces Dataset 

This dataset consists of 640 black and white face images of people taken with the 

varying pose (straight, left, right, up), expression (neutral, happy, sad, angry), eyes 

(wearing sunglasses or not), and size. Each image can be characterized by the pose, 

expression, eyes, and size. There are 32 images for each person capturing every 

combination of features. Shown here are four representative images. 

 

 

 

The image data can be found in one directory “/faces”. This directory contains 20 

subdirectories, one for each person, named by “userid”. Each of these directories 

contains several different face images of the same person. Different images of different 

persons can be selected in each experiment based on the needs and the objectives of 

the experiments. The interested images are found by the following naming 

convention: 

 <userid> <pose> <expression> <eyes> <scale>.pgm.  

Where <userid> is the user id of the person in the image, and this field has 20 values 

of 20 persons. <pose> is the head position of the person, and this field has 4 values: 

straight, left, right, up. <expression> is the facial expression of the person, and this 

Table (8) 
 

The average Silhouette score and Student t-test results compared to [11] [3] [1] 

[29] methods. Our method has the highest quality among [11] [3] [1] methods 

with a significant difference. 

Proposed Const. opt. Orth Proj COALA D K-means

0.572166489 0.43276562 0.336686882 0.562493109 0.565094138

± 0.013675168 0.006952807 0.008784683 0.011111218 0.027937198

p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

9.17E-36 5.51E-55 4.94E-10 6.50E-01

Yes Yes Yes Not

t-test

Significantly different?

Silhoette Score

Avg:
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field has 4 values: neutral, happy, sad, angry. <eyes> is the eye state of the person, and 

this field has 2 values: open, sunglasses. <scale> is the scale of the image, and this field 

has 3 values: 1, 2, and 4. 1 indicates a full-resolution image (128 columns by 120 rows); 

2 indicates a half-resolution image (64 by 60); 4 indicates a quarter-resolution image 

(32 by 30).  

 

In this dataset, each image is one independent data point with a number of dimensions 

equivalent to the number of pixels that the image consists of. For example, a quarter-

resolution image is 32 columns by 30 rows of data which comprise 960 pixels of a 

grayscale data. This can be expressed as a vector of data that has 960 elements, each 

element is one feature or dimension. To visualize this data point a reshape to the 

original state is needed (32x30). When an experiment is designed, not all dataset 

images will be used (640 face images).  

 

Only images that will serve the objective of the experiment are selected. E.g. images of 

combinations of different features (personid, pose, expression, scale, etc.). The selected 

images will shape the dataset of the experiment. Thus, in the experiment, clustering 

will be performed on images (since each image is one data point in the dataset) which, 

therefore, will lead to clusters of similar images. The average of a cluster of images is 

an image that has the same dimensions and can be visualized after reshaping it to the 

original number of columns and rows.  

 

Due to the huge number of dimensions (pixels), and therefore the long processing 

time, scale 4 “quarter-resolution” images are selected to be used in all experiments. 

This may create an issue of the clarity of the image at the time of visualization, in which 

expressions may not show up as clearly as poses. For this reason, we focus on this 

experiment on finding clusterings that correspond to different people and different 

poses, and maybe to something else that could be meaningful. 

Settings 

As an initial step, the dataset of 640 images is centered to zero. The number of clusters 

is set to K=20, and a number of transformations (random projections) ntr = 60, and the 

number of final solutions KK=1.In other words, we generated 60 clusterings based on 

60 random projections, each of those projections has the same dimensionality as the 

original dataset. The transformation matrix then is sampled from the normal 
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distribution 𝒩 (0,
1

𝑑
) where d is the number of dimensions of the dataset. After 

aggregating 60 clusterings to only one final clustering solution, we get 20 clusters to 

correspond to images of 20 people where the average image for each cluster is shown 

in Figure (24).  

 

The purpose of this initial experiment is simply to show that using random projections 

to generate clustering solutions and grouping them afterward to aggregate them at the 

end, is an approach that works also with high dimensional data and with a high 

number of clusters.  

 

From Figure (24), we see that our 

proposed method has found all faces 

in the dataset. F-scores that are 

presented on the top of each image 

represent the majority of samples 

each person has in the cluster as well 

as his face pose.  

 

Some f-scores are low in some 

clusters, this occurs when precision 

is high in a cluster that contains few 

samples, thus the recall will be very 

low because the remaining samples 

of that label are in other clusters and 

this affects all values of f-score.  

 

4.2.1 Searching for One Alternative Solution 

In this (more concrete) part of the experiment, we select images corresponding to two 

different persons (namely: glickman, an2i) and two different poses (right, left) from 

the dataset. So, the dataset that is used in this experiment is a subset of the “Faces” 

dataset, that contains images of two persons 𝑿 ∈ ℝ𝟏𝟔 × 𝟗𝟔𝟎 consists of 16 images (data 

points), each image has 960 pixels (dimensions). The number of transformations 

(random projections) is set to ntr = 60, the number of clusters to be found is set to K=2, 

and the number of final representative solutions is set to KK=2. 

Figure (24) 
 

20 clusters each one is an average image of one face. 

Each image has two labelings: face name and face pose 

with corresponding f-scores in that cluster. 
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After running the proposed method as well as comparing against the other four 

methods in [11] [3] [1] [29], the result is as the follows:  

 

The final two clustering solutions identified by our method are illustrated in Figure 

(25), where each image is the average of all images in the cluster. As we can see from 

the images and from the confusion matrix in Figure (25) that the proposed method has 

identified in the first clustering solution two clusters corresponding to the two persons 

(an2i, and glikman) with an f-score of 100%, regardless of their face positions. In the 

second solution, the two clusters found to correspond to two different poses (left, and 

right) with an f-score of 100%, regardless of the persons. Therefore, our proposed 

method has been able to successfully find the two different clustering solutions.  

 

 

 

 

For more concrete analysis of our method’s performance, we implemented different 

methods that search for alternative clustering and we collected all results that are 

illustrated in Figures (25, 26, 27, 28, 29). In these figures, we show images and 

confusion matrices of final clustering solutions identified by those methods: “multi-

view clustering via orthogonalization” [3], the constraint optimization [11], COALA, 

[1] and decorrelated k-means [29]. The testing result proves that our method’s 

performance was the best in this dataset.   

 

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 100 100 100

glickman 0 0 0

right 50 57 53

left 50 50 50

an2i 0 0 0

glickman 100 100 100

right 43 43 43

left 57 50 53

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 50 50 50

glickman 50 57 53

right 0 0 0

left 100 100 100

an2i 57 50 53

glickman 43 43 43

right 100 100 100

left 0 0 0

1

Pose

2

Face

Pose

label

label

Face

Our method

2

Face

1

Face

2

1

Pose

Pose

Figure (25) 
 

Confusion matrix of the final two clustering solutions aggregated by our method on 

two-faces / two-poses dataset. 
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As seen in Figures (26, 27), the constraint optimization method [11] identified the 

second clustering solution with less f-score compared to our method. The problem 

here is the quality of the resulted image seems too bad since, after the transformation 

made by the method, values of the dataset becomes complex which affects the quality. 

While the transformation made by [3] does not generate complex values which makes 

the resulted images are much better than to those obtained by [11]. But in both cases, 

resulted images have not better quality than images obtained by the proposed method.   

Figure (26) 
 

Confusion matrix of the final two clustering solutions by the “Constrained 

optimization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence” [11] method. 

 

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 50 50 50

glickman 50 57 53

right 0 0 0

left 100 100 100

an2i 57 50 53

glickman 43 43 43

right 100 100 100

left 0 0 0

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 22 25 24

glickman 78 100 88

right 44 57 50

left 56 62 59

an2i 100 75 86

glickman 0 0 0

right 50 43 46

left 50 38 43

label

2

1

Face

Pose

2

Face

Pose

Constrained optimization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence  method

label

1

1

Face

Pose

2

Face

Pose

Figure (27) 
 

Confusion matrix of the two clustering solutions that are found by the “multi-view 

clustering via orthogonalization [3]” method. 

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 62 62 62

glickman 38 43 40

right 88 100 93

left 12 12 12

an2i 43 38 40

glickman 57 57 57

right 0 0 0

left 100 88 93

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 100 100 100

glickman 0 0 0

right 50 57 53

left 50 50 50

an2i 0 0 0

glickman 100 100 100

right 43 43 43

left 57 50 53
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label
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Pose
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Pose
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1
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2
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As seen in Figure (28), COALA has better results than the previous two methods in 

the second solution since it identified both clusters that correspond to face orientations 

(left, and right) in the first solution, and identified both clusters that correspond to 

different persons good f-scores. Similarly, Decorrelated K-means identified both face 

orientations as well as persons with high f-score as seen in Figure (29). However, all 

mentioned methods have found the desirable solutions with variation in performance, 

but they all did not outperform our method in both the f-scores (of both persons and 

positions was the highest) and the visualization of the image. 

 

  

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 62 62 62

glickman 38 43 40

right 88 100 93

left 12 12 12

an2i 43 38 40

glickman 57 57 57

right 0 0 0

left 100 88 93

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 36 50 42

glickman 64 100 78

right 27 43 33

left 73 100 84

an2i 100 50 67

glickman 0 0 0

right 100 57 73

left 0 0 0

label

2
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Face

Pose

2
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Pose

COALA  method

label

1

1

Face

Pose

2

Face

Pose

Figure (28) 
 

Confusion matrix of the two clustering solutions that are found by the “COALA” 

method. 

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 57 50 53

glickman 4 43 43

right 100 100 100

left 0 0 0

an2i 50 50 50

glickman 50 57 53

right 0 0 0

left 100 100 100

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 0 0 0

glickman 100 71 83

right 20 14 17

left 80 50 62

an2i 80 100 89

glickman 20 29 24

right 60 86 71

left 40 50 44

label
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1

Face

Pose

2

Face

Pose

Decorrelated K-Means method

label

1

1

Face

Pose

2

Face

Pose

Figure (29) 
 

Confusion matrix of the two clustering solutions that are found by the “Decorrelated 

K-Means” method. 
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4.2.2 Searching for Multiple-Clustering Solutions 

Faces Dataset -clustering people images- 

Similarly, in this experiment we use a subset of the “Faces” dataset but with different 

settings. We select two different people (namely: glickman, and an2i) in addition to 

two different features; poses (left, and right), and expressions or feelings (happy, and 

angry). So, our dataset in this experiment 𝑿 ∈ ℝ𝟖 × 𝟗𝟔𝟎 contains high dimensional 

datapoints (8 images of two persons, each image has 960 pixels). The number of 

random projections (transformations) is set to ntr = 60, the number of final 

representative solutions is set to KK=3, while the number of clusters to be found in 

each solution is set to K=2.  

 

As mentioned at the beginning of this session, these parameters are selected based on 

the experiments needs and objectives. For example, in this experiment our objective is 

to test the proposed method whether to find three different views in the dataset, in 

each view there must be only two clusters. Concerning the number of the generated 

clusterings by the use of random projections technique, the number is set to 60 this 

because it takes shorter time for processing. Larger number or smaller of 

transformations is possible, more details on the suitable number of transformations 

that guarantees a reasonable coverage of clusterings is discussed with details in 

session 4.3.2.  

 

After running the proposed method and comparing it against the method in [3], the 

result is as the follows:  

 

The first clustering solution resulted by the proposed method consists of clusters 

which correspond to different face positions with 100% f-score. The third clustering 

solution consists of clusters that correspond to different persons with 100% f-score. 

And finally, the second solution has the novel information related to both persons, 

both poses, and both feelings with high f-scores. 

 

Figure (30) shows the average image of all instances in each cluster, for each clustering 

solution found by our proposed method. On the top of each image there is the person's 

name, face pose, face expression, and the f-score (of the majority label in the cluster) 

indicates a novel information that can be induced from the solution.  
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Whereas the results achieved by the “multi-view clustering via orthogonalization [3]” 

method is shown in Figure (31). Comparing to our method, both have found persons 

and orientations with 100% f-scores, but our method achieves a better result in the f-

scores related to “feelings”, and our method has better visualization of the results 

images. 

Regarding the other methods (optimization constraints, COALA, and decorrelated k-

means), they do not produce more than one alternative clustering solution. However, 

the comparison is made against all those methods for finding one and multiple 

alternative solutions. Our method outperformed those methods with artificial and real 

datasets. 

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score

an2i 50 50 50

glickman 50 50 50

right 0 0 0

left 100 100 100
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an2i 50 50 50
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Figure (30) 
 

Confusion matrix of the three clustering solutions that are found by our proposed 

method. 
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3D Pixel Images Data -image segmentation- 

In this experiment, the dataset consists of three-dimensional data-points that 

correspond to the image pixels (R-G-B colors). In other words, the image dataset is 

represented by a vector of three-dimensional elements (pixels), and our proposed 

method is going to search for multiple groupings among those pixels. To visualize the 

image or the resulted clustering, reshaping the vector of pixels (3-D elements) to the 

original columns and rows number is needed.  

 

Different images that contain different colored objects are used in several experiments. 

In all these experiments, we set the number of clusters to K=2 and we visualize the 

Solution Cluster Precision Recall F-Score
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Confusion matrix of the three clustering solutions that are found by the “multi-view 

clustering via orthogonalization [3]” method. 
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color of clustering results. The number of transformations is set to ntr = 60, while the 

number of final solutions is set to various numbers. This process is useful when one 

needs to separate an object or background (1st cluster) from all others (2nd cluster) in 

an image based on their colors. Figure (32 - a) shows the first image which contains 

different colored backgrounds (black, red, and orange decorations and the lines in 

between). The proposed method resulted in the four different clustering solutions 

shown in Figure (32 - b). The clusters in each solution are shown in “black” (cluster 1) 

and “white” (cluster 2). 

 

 

 

In the second image, there are three groups of butterflies that have different colors 

(blue, red and green); these have been identified correctly by the proposed method as 

shown in Figure (33 – a, b). Similarly, in the third image, there are three groups of 

fishes that have different colors (blue, red and yellow); these have been identified 

correctly by the proposed method as shown in Figure (34 – a, b). 

 

 

                (a) 

 

 

 

 

           (b) 

Figure (32) 
 

(a) the original image. (b) four different clustering solutions found 

by the proposed approach; each solution has two clusters 

(black/white). 

                (a)  

 

        (b) 

 

 

 

Figure (33) 
 

(a) the original image. (b) three different clustering solutions with 

two colors found by the proposed approach. 
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The fourth image Figure (35 - a, b), contains a background with two main colors, and 

a guitar. In the first clustering solution, the guitar has been separated from the rest. In 

the second solution, one color of the background is separated from the rest together 

with the guitar. In the final solution, the other background color together with the 

guitar, are separated from the rest. This last solution represents one difference 

observed when we compared this clustering solution with the three clustering 

solutions that the “multi-view clustering via orthogonalization” [3] method found 

Figure (35 - c). 

 

 

 

 

  

                (a) 

 

       (b) 

 

 

 

Figure (34) 
 

(a) the original image. (b) three different clustering solutions with 

two colors found by the proposed approach. 

                (a) 
 

        (b) 
 
 

           (c) 

 

Figure (34) 
 

(a) the original image. (b) three different clustering solutions with 

two colors found by the proposed approach. (c) three clusters 

observed by the [3] method 
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4.3 Discussions and Analysis 

4.3.1 What and why random projections? What are other techniques? 

Motivation 

In mathematics and statistics, the random projection is a technique used to reduce the 

dimensionality of a set of points which lie in Euclidean space. It is a powerful known 

method for its simplicity and less erroneous output.  In our proposed method we use 

this technique not to reduce the number of space dimensions, but to produce new 

spaces that lead to different clustering solutions by projecting the original data onto 

various spaces of various directions and clustering the data in each of those new 

spaces.  

 

In the random projections, a new n-dimensional space Y spans by randomly defined 

and linearly independent n basis vectors. The transformation of any other n-

dimensional space X to Y is achieved by the dot product of the original space X by a 

transformation matrix D that is induced from those basis vectors. The dot product 

operation will project the data points of X onto the new space Y producing a new 

dataset X’ that is in our settings has equal dimensions of the original space X. The 

Random Projection technique that we use is explained with details in the Background 

session 2.1.3 and mathematically proofed in appendix A. 

 

To understand why we use this 

technique in our method, let us 

take this simple example; if we 

have a two-dimensional dataset 

and we want to project this 

dataset onto a line (one 

dimensional space), then we have 

at least 360 directions of a line 

that the data can be projected on 

(if we assume one direction 

equivalent to one degree).  

But, since our goal is not to 

reduce data dimensionality, we 

1-D subspace that has 

360 possible directions 

Some 2-D Subspaces of 

360^360 possible directions 

Figure (36) 
 

The possible directions in 1-D, and 2-D subspaces 
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can do projections onto other two-dimensional spaces instead. In this case, the number 

of possible directions of those 2-D spaces is 360^360 directions. The number of 

directions is increased exponentially when the number of dimensions is increased. In 

other words, the more dimensions in the original space, the more directions of spaces 

that can be used to project the data on. 

 

According to “searching alternative clusterings via orthogonalization” method [3], one 

alternative clustering on a dataset can be obtained if we project the dataset onto a space 

that is orthogonal to a cluster means vector of an existing clustering solution. This kind 

of projection will lead to an independent alternative clustering on the data. As we 

discussed in the session (2.2 Search for Multiple Clusterings), without the existence of 

an initial clustering solution, the orthogonal projection method is not able to find any 

alternative solutions. Furthermore, it cannot produce more than one non-redundant 

solution. From here, the idea of utilizing the random projections comes. Instead of 

making one orthogonal projection to get one alternative solution, we can do as much 

as we want of projections on spaces of whatever directions. At each time a projection 

is made, we get a new dataset that leads to one independent clustering solution since 

no pre-knowledge is needed. This is an initial objective of producing multiple 

clusterings with regardless to clusterings quality and dissimilarity which will be 

solved in later steps. 

 

To achieve this initial objective, we need to find a new space for each projection. 

Mathematically, an n-dimensional space is defined by its basis vectors that this space 

spans from. And by definition, basis vectors are linearly independent vectors. 

Therefore, the random basis vectors basically can be produced for each random space 

by randomly generating linearly independent vectors that have same dimensions of 

the original space and normalizing them afterward. This will produce a new random 

space for each projection.  

 

As explained, transformation matrices are obtained by applying the formula (1) in 

Appendix (A) which will project the original dataset to produce a new dataset that 

will be clustered later and gives a different clustering solution. Those clusterings are 

going to be processed in our method to group them based on similarities, and to filter 

them afterward, then to aggregate the good groups that will represent the final 

solutions that are dissimilar and have good qualities. 
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There exist different techniques in the literature for generating a set of clusterings from 

one dataset. We introduce some of those techniques and discuss them along with 

experiments. 

Subsets of Features  

With this method, we can generate a set of clusterings by choosing different subsets of 

features in each time clustering is performed. In high dimensional datasets, features 

may not be all useful. Therefore, dimensionality reduction can be a good solution for 

choosing only those features that can represent the data well without losing 

information. But in the other hand, the data structure may be designed to contain 

information that is related to all features. Therefore, in such cases, features can be all 

useful. Furthermore, the data structure can be designed to contain a decorrelated data 

as well i.e. some clusters may exist in one subset of features, and other clusters can be 

existing in a different subset of features, which in this case subset of features is 

important.   

 

We tested the use of subsets of features technique in our method in two different 

dimensionalities of data.  The first dataset is a four-dimensional with features F1, F2, 

F3, and F4. In F1, F2 there exist three clusters forming the first view, and in F3, F4 there 

are other three clusters that form the second view as illustrated in Figure (37).  

We run our method utilizing a subset of 

features that are ranging from 1 to 3 

features and randomly selected. We 

tested the use of this technique against 

the use of random projection technique 

in our method for generating a set of 

clusterings.  

 

The evaluation is based on computing the f-score of the original labelings in the final 

representative clustering solutions that our method will produce, which indicates how 

much those clusterings represent the ground truth of the dataset. The test is repeated 

13 times and a student t-test is accomplished to evaluate the difference between both 

techniques. On this dataset, results show that using random projections has better 

labeling f-scores compared with choosing subsets of features technique. The difference 

has a statistical significance in both labelings as shown in Table (9).   

F
4 

F
2 

Figure (37) 

F1                                                     F3 
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In the second experiment, we used a 

two-dimensional dataset D. As 

illustrated in Figure (38) D consists of 

four Gaussians D= {G1, G2, G3, G4} 

(starting from the top 

counterclockwise). This dataset has two 

clustering solutions S1, S2 which each of 

them contains two clusters, S1= {(G1, G2), 

(G3, G4)} and S2= {(G1, G4), (G2, G3)} as 

depicted in the Figure (38).  As it is a two-dimensions data, we have two features, F1 

and F2. We randomly use at this time the first feature F1 as one subset of features or the 

second feature F2 as a second subset of features and doing clustering, then we teste 

whether we get the desired clustering solutions S1 and S2. Similarly, we do this 

experiment 13 times, and we measure 

the f-score that corresponds to the first 

and second labelings in each trail. 

Afterward, we utilize the student t-test 

to evaluate the difference between 

using those two techniques.  

The result when using this dataset is 

different. This is because when doing 

clustering based on one feature, the 

Gaussians that are in front each other 

will overlap when they are going to be 

projected on one line and this will affect 

clustering result, Figure (39) illustrates 

this problem.  

The f-scores of using the random 

projection are better than subsets of 

feature technique. However, f-score of 

Table (9) 
  

The resulted Labeling 1, and 2 F-scores of 

a 4-D dataset, by comparing the use of 

random projection against the use of 

subsets of features techniques in our 

method. 

L1 0.583194416 0.080755068 0.0351 Yes

L2 0.743803336 0.154001079 0.0203 Yes

L1 0.460437165 0.088433361

L2 0.497122757 0.151903731

4-D data p-value Sig. diff.

random 

proj.

subsets f.

Avg f-score ±Labeling

Figure (39) 
  

Figures (a, b) are two final clustering solutions 

obtained by our method using to choose a 

subset of features, while figures (c, d) are the 

solutions obtained using random projections. 

(a)                                                (b)  

(c)                                                (d)  

Figure (38) 
  

The dataset with the original labelings 

G1 

 

G2                 G4 

 

G3 
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the second labeling has a significant difference, and the following table shows the 

results. 

 

Weighted Features 

With this technique, all features are used. But as it is an unsupervised approach, we 

do not know which features are more important than others. At the same time, 

reducing the dimensions of the dataset is not always desirable. Therefore, weights are 

assigned to the features randomly without doing any transformation of the dataset. 

Then whenever clustering the dataset, the clustering algorithm uses the weighted 

distance between data points instead of common distance metric. Therefore, if the 

commonly used distance metric is the Euclidean distance, then this metric must be 

modified to integrate weights, e.g. the weighted Euclidean distance. 

Let two data points belong to the dataset X be a, and b. Let i be the number of 

dimensions, and w be the weight parameter. Let the distance between a, and b be 

D(a,b). we define the weighted Euclidean distance as follows: 

𝐷(𝑎, 𝑏) =  √∑𝑤𝑖 ∗ (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏𝑖)
2

𝑖

 

Weights can be chosen randomly or can be bounded between two integers. By using 

e.g., the Gaussian mixture model, we can choose whether we weight features or not. 

Same two experiments on 2-D and 4-D datasets are conducted. On those two datasets, 

using random projections has always better f-score results than the weighted features 

technique with a significant difference in lower dimensional data than higher 

dimensions (in these two datasets). However, this always depends on the nature of the 

data, the size, and the structure [25]. On the following tables, the results are illustrated. 

 

 

Table (10) 
  

The resulted Labeling 1, and 2 F-scores of 

a 2-D dataset, by comparing the use of 

random projection against the use of 

subsets of features techniques in our 

method. 

L1 0.802048382 0.150877252 0.1527 No

L2 0.766660096 0.154335014 0.0391 Yes

L1 0.669247625 0.114011678

L2 0.549194677 0.152741164

2-D data p-value

subsets f.

Labeling Avg f-score ± Sig. diff.

random 

proj.

Table (11) 
  

The resulted Labeling 1, and 2 F-scores of a 

4-D dataset, by comparing the use of 

random projection against the use of 

weighted features techniques in our 

method. 

L1 0.583194416 0.080755068 0.3396 No

L2 0.743803336 0.154001079 0.0605 No

L1 0.52689199 0.096582026

L2 0.564775103 0.124509128

p-value Sig. diff.

random 

proj.

weighted 

f.

4-D data Labeling Avg f-score ±
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Different Algorithms and Different Parameter Settings 

This technique requires a full knowledge and understanding of the objective functions 

of a variety of clustering algorithms and related parameters which is not convenient 

in practice. Otherwise, few clustering algorithms are used for generating a small set of 

different clustering based on different parameter settings which are not suitable in our 

method, since we need to generate a large number of clustering solutions. Therefore, 

we did not test this technique in our method.  

 

We conclude the results of all experiments using artificial data in these two charts. 

Figure (40 - a) shows f-scores of labeling L1, L2 when using three different techniques 

on 4-D data, where Figure (40 - b) shows the result on the 2-D data. 

  

Experiments with real data have made to see the effect of different techniques on the 

result of final solutions. We prepared a dataset that consists of face images of two 

different people, each person has photographed with two positions (right, and left). 

Therefore, this experiment is designed to contain two clustering solutions (persons, 

and positions). In the experiment, subsets of features are selected in a random fashion. 

Table (12) 
  

The resulted Labeling 1, and 2 F-scores of a 

2-D dataset, by comparing the use of 

random projection against the use of 

weighted features techniques in our 

method. 

L1 0.802048382 0.150877252 0.1651 No

L2 0.766660096 0.154335014 0.0042 Yes

L1 0.676282521 0.117774054

L2 0.483801199 0.118826253

Sig. diff.

random 

proj.

weighted 

f.

2-D data Labeling Avg f-score ± p-value

              Four-dimensional data set                                                      Two-dimensional dataset 
 

Figure (40) 
  

The final clustering f-score results by different clusterings generation techniques in different 

dimensionalities of artificial data  
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In other words. if the dataset has 300 features, then the number of features will be a 

random number that is ranged between [2 and 299]. Selected features are random as 

well, so after defining how many features will be used, the method selects randomly 

a number of features equivalent that is equivalent to that number. In the weighted 

features technique, weights are also selected randomly.  

 

The result of this experiment shows that the subsets of features technique performs 

similarly as the random projection technique, whereas the weighted features 

technique performs different since the dominant label f-scores in each cluster (which 

corresponds to persons or to positions) are much less than those obtained by the other 

two techniques. Figure (41) and Figure (42) illustrate the result. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                    (a)                                                    (b)                                                            (c)  

 

Figure (41) 
  

(a) and (b) are solutions obtained by our method after using subsets of features as a first technique for 

generating a set of clustering solutions. (c) is the dendrogram of grouping clustering solutions. groups 

of solutions 0, and 3 are chosen by the applied hybrid filter for aggregation (explained in session 4.3.4). 

The dominant f-score in group 0 corresponds to persons, and the dominant f-score in group 3 

corresponds to positions. 

                  (a)                                               (b)                                                    (c)  

 
Figure (42) 

  

(a) and (b) are solutions obtained by our method after using weighted features as a first technique for 

generating a set of clustering solutions. (c) is the dendrogram of grouping clustering solutions. groups 

of solutions 0, and 4 are chosen by the applied hybrid filter as best groups for aggregation. 
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Conclusion 

We tested different clustering generation techniques on different artificial datasets as 

well as a real dataset and we got different results. However, not all tested techniques 

are always suitable for all kinds of data. In our method, we preferred to use the 

random projections techniques which by experiment ends up with final solutions that 

in most cases are significantly correspond to the ground truth of the tested data.  

4.3.2 What number of projections insures a coverage of reasonable 

clusterings? 

As explained in previous sessions, our method aims to find those hidden views in the 

data that are not possible to be found by the traditional clustering algorithms, since 

they are not designed to find multiple views. Furthermore, the existing techniques that 

search for multiple clustering solutions are varying in performance as well as in the 

number of final solutions. However, to achieve novelty and finding more hidden 

views on the same data, this framework is designed in its three steps starting from 

generating various clusterings from the data, passing through with grouping those 

clusterings, and ending with producing final representative solutions that are going 

to be presented or visualized as a final result. But in the other hand, this method is not 

going to work perfectly if the solutions that we are looking for have not existed among 

those clusterings that are generated by the random projections. In other words, the 

method works if the clusterings that are generated by random projection technique 

are sufficiently diverse. Thus, the more diversity in the clusterings set, the more 

possibility to find the desired clustering solutions in it. 

In this session we present a study on how to 1) define this diversity 2) measure this 

diversity, in order to find the sufficient number of random projections that guarantees 

a coverage of the most possible and diverse clusterings in the dataset and therefore, 

leads the method to find the desirable final solutions.  

In the method’s setup as well as all experiments have been done, this number is set to 

60. However, it is not unique for any dataset, it varies based on the nature of the data, 

size, dimensionality, structure, and the overlapping situation between clusters. For 

some simple datasets the method may work with few numbers of projections, but in 

big and complex datasets few projections will not be enough and may not work at all. 

We are going to make different experiments to measure this diversity between 

generated clusterings in different ways. On the light of results, we can find an 
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approximate range of random projections that could guarantee a good coverage of 

clusterings on the same data. 

Experiment of Using the f-measure of the Ground Truth 

Definition:  

In this experiment, we define the diversity as the difference in the amount of 

the ground truth representation of final solutions obtained by the proposed 

method in different trials, where each trial is set with a different number of 

random projections. 

Experiment Setup:  

Dataset (1): The first data used in this experiment is an artificial 2-D dataset 

that consists of four Gaussians {G1, G2, G3, G4}. These Gaussians form two 

clustering solutions: S1 = {(G1, G2), (G3, G4)}, S2 = {(G1, G3), (G2, G4)}, in each 

solution there are two clusters as illustrated in the Figure (43 - a). Datapoints 

are labeled for measuring the representativeness of the final clustering 

solutions obtained by the proposed method. Therefore, labels are used only as 

a ground truth for evaluation. During the experiment, the same dataset is used 

in all trials and repetitions.  

Dataset (2): The second data used in this experiment is the “Faces dataset” 

explained in session 4.2. There are two views in the dataset, each view contains 

two clusters as illustrated in the Figure (43 - b). Face images are labeled for the 

evaluation. 

Parameters Setup: This experiment is done first with artificial data (Dataset 1), 

and then it is repeated with the real data (Dataset 2). In both cases the 

experiment will start with a number of transformations (random projections) 

equal to ntr = 10, the number of final clustering solutions is set to KK=2, and 

finally, the number of clusters to be found in each solution is K=2. 

Experiment Flow:  

We do this experiment in each case (artificial and real data) 30 trials. In the first 

trial, the number of transformations (random projections) is set to ntr = 10. In 

each trial, this number is increased by 10 until reaching to the last trial when 

the number of random projections applied to the same dataset becomes 300. 
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We are going to measure and compare the ground truth representation of the 

resulted solutions in each trial by computing the f-measure and see in which 

trial the f-measure reaches the peak point. This will give an intuition on what 

number of random projections is the best among 30 different numbers of 

projections. 

But, since the applied projections on the dataset in each trial are randomized, 

measuring f-score for one time in each trial is not going to be precise since 

projections are based on a random transformation matrices. For this reason, the 

resulting final solutions could have variations. Therefore, in each trial, the 

experiment is repeated for 33 times with a same number of projections. At the 

end of each trial, the average f-score and its confidence interval are computed 

in order to evaluate the actual trial overall f-measure and providing with the 

uncertainty. Then proceeding with the next trial by increasing the number of 

projections by 10 and do the same as done in the previous trial and so on. In 

each trial recording the mean f-score with the confidence interval until 

finishing the last trial. Then, a plot of the overall result shows the average f-

measure in each trial with its uncertainty versus the number of 

transformations.   

Experiment Result:  

In each experiment (using the artificial and real datasets), we accumulate labeling 1 

and labeling 2 average f-scores obtained by our method after each transformation as 

depicted in Table (13) and plot averages of both labelings together with the 95% 

confidence intervals against the number of transformations as illustrated in Figure 

(43). We check the trial in which both labelings have reached the highest f-score and 

lowest uncertainty. We would like to mention that we are not interested in trials that 

have a high f-score of one labeling but a low f-score of another.  

We can see in the Table (13) and from the plots in Figure (43) that the average f-score 

in each trial is affected by the number of clusterings that are generated by the random 

projections. Furthermore, there is a diversity in those clusterings since each of them 

leads to final clusterings that have different f-scores compared with other final 

clusterings f-scores obtained in other trials. 

Regarding the experiment made by using the artificial dataset, from Table (13) as well 

as the plot in Figure (43 - a) we can see that the average f-scores of labeling 1 and 2 in 
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trials 7 and 16 are the closest to each other and the highest compared with those in 

other trials. And, in other trials labeling 1, and 2 f-scores have a big difference which 

is not good for choosing the related number of projections. But, in the trial 16 the 

averages f-score of labeling 1, and 2 are higher than those in trial 7 with a relatively 

small confidence interval. This means that trial 16 that has 160 random projections is 

the best trial among all 30 trials in this dataset for choosing the number of projections. 

Therefore, the best number needed for covering the space of clusterings related to this 

dataset is 160 random projections. 

In the high dimensional data set, the result is different. Since it seems from Table (13) 

that the higher dimensions of the dataset, the larger number of random projections is 

needed to guarantee a good coverage that leads to final clustering solutions that 

represent the ground truth well. From the plot in Figure (43 - b) we see that in most 

trials the difference is big between the f-score gathered for labeling 1 comparing it with 

the f-score gathered for labeling 2, except in some trial e.g. trial 30, 100, 260, the 

difference f-scores between labeling 1, and 2 is low which means that in these trials 

both labelings represent the ground truth well. But as we can also see that in trial 260 

the f-score of both labelings is the highest of those three trials. In this case, we induce 

that the best number needed for covering the space of clusterings related to this dataset 

is 260 random projections. 

As a conclusion, we tested our method to induce the best number of projections that 

guarantees a diversity and at the same time guarantees a good representation of the 

final solutions to the ground truth. We found that the number of random projections 

varies between low and high dimensional data. In the low dimensional data, we use 

an artificial dataset, and we conclude that 160 projections are enough to cover the 

clustering space. While in the high dimensional dataset, we use the benchmark faces 

dataset, and we conclude that 260 projections are enough to guarantee a good coverage 

as well as good results. 

Similar experiments are made but with utilizing the entropy and the mutual 

information distance measure instead of the f-measure, since a “random” projection 

technique is used in the method. The mutual information between final clusterings 

and a ground truth a measure which reduces the uncertainty of ground truth 

representation when the ground truth is known.  
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Figure (43 - a) 
 

A scatter plot of the artificial 

data with the ground truth (to 

the top).  

Another plot of L1, L2 average 

f-scores versus the number of 

random projections (to the left). 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (43 - b) 
 

An average image of each 

cluster in L1, L2 (to the top).  

 

A plot of L1, L2 average f-

scores versus the number of 

random projections (to the left). 

  

Table (43) 
 

Averages f-score of final 

clustering solutions on 

artificial data in 30 trials 

with their confidence 

intervals, and min-max 

values (to the left). 

 

Averages f-scores of final 

clustering solutions on 

the real data in 30 trials 

with their confidence 

intervals, and min-max 

values (to the right). 

 

The highlighted cells 

contain f-scores that are 

relatively high and do not 

have a big difference in 

the same trial which 

could indicate the 

number needed for 

random projections. 

 

Trial N. Proj. L1 Avg.f ± L2 Avg.f ± Trial N. Proj. L1 Avg.f ± L2 Avg.f ±

1 10 0.808 0.153 0.577 0.113 1 10 0.701 0.195 0.612 0.073

2 20 0.615 0.133 0.731 0.157 2 20 0.672 0.176 0.572 0.068

3 30 0.654 0.145 0.786 0.176 3 30 0.622 0.213 0.664 0.092

4 40 0.692 0.153 0.808 0.153 4 40 0.818 0.150 0.572 0.068

5 50 0.685 0.139 0.746 0.151 5 50 0.754 0.093 0.597 0.095

6 60 0.748 0.151 0.671 0.170 6 60 0.782 0.086 0.586 0.127

7 70 0.769 0.157 0.846 0.145 7 70 0.856 0.141 0.649 0.114

8 80 0.739 0.139 0.630 0.131 8 80 0.836 0.140 0.590 0.071

9 90 0.700 0.135 0.680 0.156 9 90 0.756 0.178 0.587 0.118

10 100 0.757 0.131 0.623 0.147 10 100 0.595 0.154 0.703 0.103

11 110 0.702 0.135 0.800 0.170 11 110 0.706 0.141 0.621 0.134

12 120 0.683 0.101 0.728 0.125 12 120 0.854 0.101 0.633 0.095

13 130 0.739 0.139 0.717 0.130 13 130 0.774 0.206 0.644 0.071

14 140 0.724 0.144 0.680 0.181 14 140 0.803 0.170 0.687 0.125

15 150 0.855 0.122 0.685 0.137 15 150 0.782 0.167 0.667 0.112

16 160 0.815 0.092 0.815 0.163 16 160 0.762 0.162 0.664 0.147

17 170 0.785 0.115 0.786 0.115 17 170 0.856 0.182 0.634 0.115

18 180 0.668 0.127 0.834 0.120 18 180 0.823 0.130 0.667 0.112

19 190 0.750 0.150 0.777 0.138 19 190 0.752 0.157 0.556 0.089

20 200 0.740 0.167 0.640 0.145 20 200 0.821 0.162 0.682 0.144

21 210 0.727 0.143 0.625 0.147 21 210 0.859 0.153 0.598 0.114

22 220 0.757 0.162 0.623 0.147 22 220 0.882 0.118 0.667 0.112

23 230 0.618 0.132 0.681 0.155 23 230 0.785 0.136 0.690 0.140

24 240 0.711 0.148 0.739 0.139 24 240 0.821 0.162 0.649 0.114

25 250 0.794 0.129 0.639 0.144 25 250 0.767 0.144 0.592 0.096

26 260 0.607 0.113 0.771 0.155 26 260 0.705 0.166 0.785 0.136

27 270 0.752 0.150 0.694 0.120 27 270 0.938 0.071 0.628 0.097

28 280 0.720 0.128 0.792 0.129 28 280 0.800 0.159 0.631 0.116

29 290 0.695 0.178 0.715 0.130 29 290 0.800 0.159 0.633 0.132

30 300 0.635 0.130 0.718 0.185 30 300 0.834 0.128 0.571 0.116

min 0.607 0.092 0.577 0.113 min 0.595 0.071 0.556 0.068

max 0.855 0.178 0.846 0.185 max 0.938 0.213 0.785 0.147

Average f-score of Labeling

vs. number of random projections

Average f-score of Labeling

vs. number of random projections

Artificial Dataset  Faces Dataset

Trials Trials
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Experiment by using mutual information measure 

In this subsection two similar as previous experiments are implemented but with 

using the entropy and the mutual information explained in sub-session 2.4.3 instead 

of the f-measure, since it is a measure used when random process i.e. (random 

projections) is implemented in the method.  

The setup, datasets, and the flow are exactly the same as the ones of the experiments 

in the previous sub-session. Therefore, we will go directly to the results. 

 

The averages of the mutual information between ground truth and each of the labeling 

(L1, L2) in every trial are shown in Table (14) and plotted in Figure (44 - a). It can be 

easily seen in the plot that the average of normalized mutual information score is one 

with a zero-confidence interval (uncertainty) in trials (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). This 

means that the final clusterings obtained by the proposed method on this dataset have 

full representations of the ground truth in those trials. Furthermore, this is a strong 

indication that the random projections in those trials have made a full coverage of the 

clusterings space of this dataset.  
 

 

Figure (44 - a) 
 

A scatter plot of the artificial 

data with the ground truth (to 

the top).  

Another plot of L1, and L2 

average normalized mutual 

information vs. the number of 

random projections (to the 

left). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (44 - b) 
 

An average image of each 

cluster in L1, L2 (to the top).  

A plot of L1, and L2 averages of 

the normalized mutual 

information vs. the number of 

random projections (to the 

left). 
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While from trial 10 until the last one, the mutual information changes up and down 

between [1~0.636] with a confidence interval of [0~0.212]. Therefore, from this 

experiment, we conclude that the best number of random projections that guarantee a 

reasonable coverage of clusterings and good representations of the ground truth in the 

final solutions is 90 maximum random projections. 

 

 

Regarding the second experiment with the real “Faces” dataset, from the plot in Figure 

(44 - b) and the Table (14) we see that the final clusterings ground truth representation 

result is different. E.g. the first data view which is represented by two clusters of 

different person id has better mutual information score than the second data view that 

is represented by two clusters of different face orientations. This difference may be 

because of the structural design of this dataset. However, we look for the trial in which 

both labelings (L1, L2) has a good mutual information score as well as has a small 

difference between them since we are not interested in trials that have a high score of 

one labeling but a low score of another. So, it can be seen in the plot that this is achieved 

in trial number 19 where labeling 2 score reaches the peak 0,95 and the has the less 

difference to the score of first labeling 0.748 comparing against the results in other 

Trial N. Proj. L1 Avg. MI ± L2 Avg. MI ± Trial N. Proj. L1 Avg. MI ± L2 Avg. MI ±

1 10 0.923 0.168 0.923 0.168 1 10 0.856 0.165 0.479 0.184

2 20 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 2 20 0.907 0.120 0.310 0.053

3 30 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 3 30 1.000 0.000 0.396 0.110

4 40 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 4 40 0.899 0.149 0.446 0.149

5 50 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 5 50 0.950 0.110 0.547 0.190

6 60 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 6 60 0.899 0.149 0.547 0.190

7 70 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 7 70 0.849 0.173 0.547 0.190

8 80 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 8 80 1.000 0.000 0.378 0.119

9 90 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 9 90 0.899 0.149 0.497 0.173

10 100 1.000 0.000 0.846 0.177 10 100 0.932 0.149 0.479 0.184

11 110 1.000 0.000 0.793 0.195 11 110 0.907 0.138 0.479 0.184

12 120 0.949 0.111 0.897 0.153 12 120 0.899 0.149 0.648 0.205

13 130 1.000 0.000 0.897 0.153 13 130 0.950 0.110 0.648 0.205

14 140 1.000 0.000 0.636 0.212 14 140 1.000 0.000 0.648 0.205

15 150 0.898 0.151 0.846 0.177 15 150 1.000 0.000 0.421 0.165

16 160 0.949 0.111 0.793 0.195 16 160 1.000 0.000 0.547 0.190

17 170 1.000 0.000 0.793 0.195 17 170 1.000 0.000 0.547 0.190

18 180 0.897 0.153 0.743 0.204 18 180 1.000 0.000 0.461 0.193

19 190 0.949 0.111 0.690 0.211 19 190 0.950 0.110 0.748 0.200

20 200 0.742 0.205 0.742 0.205 20 200 1.000 0.000 0.597 0.200

21 210 0.897 0.153 0.739 0.207 21 210 1.000 0.000 0.547 0.190

22 220 0.897 0.153 0.691 0.210 22 220 1.000 0.000 0.748 0.200

23 230 0.895 0.155 0.743 0.204 23 230 1.000 0.000 0.493 0.220

24 240 0.896 0.154 0.794 0.194 24 240 1.000 0.000 0.630 0.219

25 250 0.897 0.153 0.794 0.194 25 250 0.950 0.110 0.597 0.200

26 260 0.740 0.207 0.791 0.197 26 260 1.000 0.000 0.712 0.233

27 270 0.794 0.194 0.790 0.198 27 270 1.000 0.000 0.622 0.226

28 280 0.895 0.155 0.639 0.210 28 280 1.000 0.000 0.698 0.205

29 290 0.949 0.111 0.846 0.177 29 290 1.000 0.000 0.748 0.200

30 300 0.844 0.179 0.742 0.205 30 300 1.000 0.000 0.672 0.229

min 0.740 0.000 0.636 0.000 min 0.849 0.000 0.310 0.233

max 1.000 0.207 1.000 0.212 max 1.000 0.173 0.748 0.233
Trials Trials

Average Mutual Information

between Labeling and Ground Truth

vs. number of random projections

Average Mutual Information 

between Labeling and Ground Truth

vs. number of random projections

Artificial Dataset  Faces Dataset

Table (44) 
 

Averages of normalized 

mutual information score 

between the ground truth 

and each final clustering 

obtained by the proposed 

method in 30 trials with 

their confidence intervals, 

and min max values. 

 

 

 

Averages result on the 

artificial data to the left. 

 

 

Where the averages result 

of the face data is to the 

right. 
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trials. Therefore, in this dataset, the number of projections made in trial 19 is the best 

number. So, we conclude that 190 projections are the sufficient transformations that 

guarantee a coverage of clusterings that leads to final solutions with a good 

representation of the ground truth.  

As a conclusion, by using different distance measures (f-measure, mutual information) 

in four experiments in the session, we can have an idea about the number of 

projections that can be implemented to cover most possible solutions to lead to final 

clusterings which represent well the ground truth. This number is varying based on 

the size, the dimensions of the dataset, and whether the dataset is real or artificial. But 

as we have seen in the second part where the mutual information distance is used, the 

number of projections that is good for low-dimensional datasets is around 90, while 

the number of projections for a high-dimensional dataset is around 190.  

We suggest those numbers of projections since they are obtained from experiments 

that the mutual information measure is used because in our case the mutual 

information is suites better the random projections technique rather than using the f-

measure in the experiment. Anyhow, covering the space of clusterings still need to do 

more research on it because of the variation of the datasets, but as a future work we 

can design a transformation matrix with a special pattern of basis vectors which can 

be used to cover any clustering space, or it can be sampled from it to cover a space of 

any number of dimensions. 

At last but not least, in the case of using the random projection technique, it can be 

added a parameter to the method which can be used to compute the suitable number 

of random projections needed for generating a set of clustering solutions. This 

parameter is proportional to the number of dimensions of the dataset. So, the bigger 

the value of the parameter, the longer time the proposed method takes to produce the 

final solutions.  

4.3.3 Analysis on Using Different Metrics of Dissimilarity 

An important step in data clustering is to select a distance measure, which will 

determine how similarity of two elements is calculated. Finding the distance between 

two clustering solutions has the same concept but cannot be e.g. Euclidian distance 

because clustering solution is actually not a set of points but sets of labels. In the multi-

clustering domain, many of clustering solutions can be generated in different ways in 

which some of them could be slightly different from other solutions, or highly similar 
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to some others. Therefore, this makes it quite important to measure how much those 

clusterings differ from one another.  

 

In session 2.4 we provided a variety of measures of similarity/dissimilarity.  In this 

session, we compare different distance measures by integrating them into our method 

and utilizing them with the same dataset. We will measure how much the resulted 

clustering solutions obtained after using those metrics represent the original ground 

truth.   

Experiment on Artificial Data 

For simplicity, we use an artificial dataset that consists of four Gaussians. These 

Gaussians form two clustering solutions. In the other hand, eight distance metrics are 

used in this experiment to measure the distances of the generated clusterings in step 

one i.e. the Hamming Distance, the Classification Error metric, the Jaccard Distance 

(it is equivalent to 1 - Jaccard index), the Adjusted Rand Index, the Fowlkes Mallows 

Index, the Partition Difference, the Mirkin Metric, and the Van Dongen Measure, in 

addition to our distance metric (which counts the disagreements between two 

clusterings). 

 

As the data is artificial, the experiment repeated for thirteen times. The F-scores of true 

labelings, and the between clusterings Jaccard distances, as well as the Silhouette 

coefficient of each two final clusterings, are recorded for knowing whether or not 

different metrics affect the resulted solutions. Finally, a student t-test is performed for 

the overall evaluation.  

 

Figure (45) shows plots of the dataset in its original state and the clustering solutions 

obtained by our method when all those metrics are utilized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(a)                                        (b)                                       (c) 
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We can see from the plots above that different distance metrics are almost perform 

similarly. Although Fowlkes Mallows makes our method fails in finding correctly the 

final solutions in some trails because of computation failures e.g. division by zero but 

taking an average evaluation of the use of those metrics in our method, we can say 

that our method has found the expected solutions by using all those metrics. In the 

chart below, Figure (46) we see the average f-scores of the true labelings in both final 

solutions, the average final solutions dissimilarity scores measured by Jaccard Index, 

and finally the average quality scores measured by Silhouette Index. The averages of 

these measurements along with the confidence interval, the T-test shows that all 

metrics are significantly performing similarly with 95% of confidence level. 
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Figure (45) 
  

Plots of final solutions obtained in the first trail by 

our method after using different distance metrics 

such as: P: Proposed, H: Hamming, CE: Classification 

error ,   J:  Jaccard,  AR: adjusted  Rand,  FM:  Fowlkes 

                                             Mallows, PD:  Partition difference,  M:  Mirkin, and V: 

                                           (V) Van Dongen. 
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We show in the following Figure (47) a variety of dendrograms obtained after a 

hierarchical grouping of the clustering solutions that are generated in the first step of 

our method. This grouping process is based on clusterings similarities measured by 

the mentioned distance metrics. 

 

The interesting of these dendrograms is that we can get an intuitive feeling of which 

distance metrics may behave similarly among them when they compute the distance. 

The agglomerative algorithm that groups clustering solutions based on the distance 

computed by those metrics, creates the linkage matrix that contains the nodes 

(clusters) that are already merged, their sizes, and the distance of new node that is 

created in each level in the hierarchy. When we tell the algorithm to group those nodes 

until reaching a distinct number of groups (clusters) i.e. 5 groups, some metrics makes 

our method to find the desired groups of solutions quickly, and some of them make 

the method to clearly distinguish e.g. all four Gaussians that the dataset consists of 

before finding the desired groups of solutions. This can be seen clearly from the 

dendrograms where e.g. the proposed metric, Adjusted Rand Index, Fowlkes Mellows 

index, Mirkin metric, and Van Dongen measure are used. We see two big groups of 

solutions clearly. Where it can be seen from the dendrograms where e.g. Hamming and 

Figure (46) 
  

Charts of measurement indicated by titles. 

P: is a proposed metric, H: is the Hamming 

distance, CE: is the Classification Error metric, J: is 

the Jaccard distance, AR: is the adjusted Rand 

index, FM: is the Fowlkes Mallows index, PD: is the 

Partition Difference, M: is the Mirkin distance, and 

V: is the Van Dongen measure. 
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Jaccard Index are used, that there are four groups (the four Gaussians) in the lower levels 

in the hierarchy are found before the desired final two groups of solutions. Likewise, 

in the Partition Difference metric, after few merges, the distances jump suddenly and 

becomes very large, before doing a few merging to jump again and becomes larger 

and so on.  This study of each distance metric behavior is quite interesting which allow 

us to understand each technique and which metric is more suitable for which data or 

for which structure of the data. Next, we do the same experiment on real data using 

Faces dataset. 

 

 

Experiment on Real Data 

The same experiment is done again with real data. Basically, with Faces dataset. We 

prepared a dataset consisting of face images of two persons, each person 

photographed with two positions (right, and left). This experiment is designed with 

two clustering solutions (persons, and positions). 

              Proposed                                         Hamming   Classification Error 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Jaccard Distance            Adjusted Rand Index   Fowlkes Mellows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Partition Distance      Mirkin         Van Dagen 

 

Figure (47) 
 

Plots of various dendrograms after grouping clustering solutions by the agglomerative algorithm based on 

similarities/distances measured by the indicated measures. 
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The result shows that different distance metrics leads to different final solutions. in 

this experiment only the use of Proposed distance metric, Jaccard Distance, and Mirkin 

distance metric, leads in our method to the desired clustering solutions; 1) two clusters 

each of them represents an average image of different persons 2) two clusters each of 

them represents an average image of different positions. The use of the rest metrics 

leads to two clustering solutions, both represent clusters of poses. Groups of clustering 

that may contain clusters of persons, most probably are outliers and filtered by our 

method (explained in session 3.4.4). Figure (48) and Figure (49) show the result with 

detailed explanations. 

 

 

4.3.4 A Proposed Approximated Distance Metric 

The approximated distance between clusterings is one solution that our proposed 

method uses when two clustering solutions size is too large i.e. cluster labels of an 

image pixels dataset. The distance is computed as follows: if the size of the original 

dataset is smaller than a threshold, then the distance between two clusterings is 

(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure (48) 
  

(a) and (b) are the same final two solutions obtained by our method with the use of three different distance 

metrics; the proposed metric, the Jaccard distance, and the Mirkin distance. The solution (a) represents two 

clusters positions (right, left). The solution (b) represents two clusters of people (Glickman, an2i) F-scores 

gathered are exactly same. 

(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure (49) 
  

(a) and (b) are the same final two solutions obtained by our method with the use of the Hamming distance, the 

Classification Error metric, the adjusted Rand index, the Fowlkes Mallows index, the Partition difference, and V: is 

the Van Dongen messure. The solution (a) and (b) represent two clusters of positions (right, left) only. F-scores 

gathered are exactly same. 
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computed as usual by the proposed distance metric. Otherwise, a smaller subset of 

data points is chosen from the original dataset at random, and the corresponding two 

labelings are retrieved from the original labelings, then the distance between the latest 

two labelings is computed by the usually proposed distance metric. This process is 

repeated several times, in each time the computed distance is recorded so that the final 

distance is an average of the computed distances in all trials.  

 

Computing the approximated distance speeds up the process. We do two experiments 

on a 3-D image pixels dataset where we search for multiple solutions by clustering the 

RGB pixels. The setting of the experiments is as follows: The number of random 

projections is set to ntr = 60, the number of clusters to be found is K = 2, we sat the 

number of final solutions to KK=6. The final clusterings are represented by two clusters 

(black/white) and we visualize some of them in Figure (50) to show the difference 

when using the approximated distance metric. Thus, solutions in a,b, and c are 

obtained by applying the usually proposed distance metric, and the solutions d,e, and 

f are obtained by applying the approximated distance metric. In both experiments the 

most central solution technique (explained in sub-session 4.3.6) is applied instead of 

doing aggregation. By using a visual evaluation, only one solution among the others 

has an obvious difference. However, the rest of solutions are very similar, and they 

seem very acceptable in both cases. 

 

 

  Original image     (a)              (b)         (c) 

 

a,b,c with the usually  

used distance 

 metric 

 

d,e,f with the  

 approximated  

 distance metric 

 

 (d)              (e)         (f) 
 

 

Figure (50) 
  

Final solutions before and after applying the approximated distance metric. Solutions a & d are 

very similar. Solutions c & f are identical. Where solutions b & e have different qualities. 
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4.3.5 Which Groups of Clusterings The Method Will Aggregate? 

As we explained, generated clusterings in random projections step are grouped in the 

second step in groups based on similarities. Therefore, similar clusterings are going to 

be collected, resulting in several groups of clusterings where each clustering solution 

is labeled by the number of the group that it belongs to as shown in Figure (51). 

 

Among those groups of clusterings, some groups are better than other groups for 

being candidates for aggregation in the next step of our method. Therefore, they are 

more likely going to give better representative final solutions that we are looking for. 

In the other hand, those groups of solutions that are not good enough to be candidates 

for aggregation, they consist of clustering solutions that are a mixture of labels that do 

not completely represent the labels in the ground truth. For example, if a dataset 

contains two different clustering solutions, and our method has found five different 

groups of solutions, then we need to choose which groups of solutions are more likely 

going to be aggregated in the next step to result in only the good final representative 

solutions that correspond better to the solutions in the ground truth. But the question 

here is, our method is an unsupervised approach which generally has no pre-

knowledge information about datasets ground truth. In this case, we filter those 

groups of solutions beads on some heuristics, at the same time, the method can also 

aggregate all those groups of solutions and propose the result to the user which 

therefore makes the final decision on which final solution/s are going to be chosen.   

 

 

(a)                                                                                         (b) 

Figure (51) 
  

Two different dendrograms. Clustering solutions are labeled in five different labels (0 ~ 4).  

The dendrogram in (a) shows two major groups of solutions; groups (0, 2), whereas the 

dendrogram in (b) shows four major groups of solutions; groups (0, 1, 2, 3). Both groupings 

have outliers i.e. labels 3, 4 in (a), and label 4 in (b). Filtering can be made on both groupings 

to end up with e.g. two candidates for aggregation. 
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Heuristics 

In this case, the method will choose groups of clusterings to aggregate based on some 

rules. By experiment, there are several cases: 

1) The method will look for the size of each group of solution (how many 

solutions the group contains) then, it will choose the largest groups in size for 

aggregation. This means when the solutions in a group are similar, the more 

solutions in a group, the more possibility to be a candidate for aggregation. 

Figure (51-a) groups labeled as 0, and 2 has the majority of clustering, so with 

this technique, they are the first two candidates for aggregation. An 

experimental result on an artificial dataset consists of two views each one has 

two clusters shows that this heuristic works well as the resulted final solutions 

significantly represent the ground truth. 

 

2) The method will look for the highest groups in the dendrogram instead of 

looking to the biggest in size. These groups basically have the largest distances 

to other groups, which make sense to pick them because of the more distance 

between e.g. two groups of clusterings, the more dissimilarity between them.  

In Figure (51-b) groups labeled as 0, and 1 has the highest distance in the 

dendrogram which makes them the first two candidates for aggregation. This 

heuristic is tested and also works well in most cases.  

Exceptions 

a) Two biggest in size or largest in distance groups of clusterings that are children 

of one ancestor will make the method fail in selecting the right candidates for 

aggregation. For example, in 

Figure (51) the method selects 

groups of labels 0 and 3 because 

they are the highest in the 

dendrogram. But this selection is 

very bad because both groups are 

similar since they are children of 

the biggest group that contains the 

labels 1, 2, and 3.  

 

Figure (52) 
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b) A group of solutions that is one of the highest groups in the dendrogram, but 

at the same time, it consists of one or two clusterings. In this case, this group is 

an outlier and could be a group that highly represents one “good” final 

solution or very “bad” one which consists of clusters that may give a very bad 

representation of a final solution. E.g. in Figure (52) group 3 has a high distance 

but also has only two solutions which more likely be an outlier. 

 

Because of the above exceptions we propose the third heuristic: 

  

3) The method will combine the above two points i.e. choosing group of 

solutions based on group size and group highest dissimilarity in the 

dendrogram, for some reasons explained in (Exceptions) session above. 

This method basically will look for the largest group of solutions as a first 

candidate for aggregation. Then, the method will except that group of solutions 

and look among the rest for groups of solutions that have a size larger than 

three (three is threshold indicates small groups of solutions) and choose the 

highest one in the dendrogram as a second candidate for aggregation. Then, it 

will except the second group and look in the rest for the group of solutions that 

has the largest size to choose it as a third candidate for aggregation, then, 

except it and look in the rest for the group that is the highest distance in the 

dendrogram to choose it and so on. 

This will yield to different groups that have large number of solutions which 

ensure the quality and at the same time belong to different ancestors in the tree 

which insure the dissimilarity. Therefore, the resulted groups of solutions are 

large in size and dissimilar in distance. 

This is illustrated again in Figure (51). These groups are sorted by indices based 

on size and distances in ascending order as the following: 

 

 

 

We see that group 4 is ignored since it contains only one solution. 

 

index 0 1 2 3 4 5

size 17 17 14 11 1 60

size 4 3 2 0 1 → →

dist 0 3 2 1 4 → →
2 3

groups

clusterings

selected groups

Growps of clusterings

sorted indies

1 0
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All mentioned cases are possible to use to choose groups of solutions that are going to 

be aggregated later with some variations. However, our proposed method by using 

the idea in point (3) is able to select from several groups of solutions the groups that 

are denser and more dissimilar. 

 

 

 

All explained heuristics (biggest groups, farthest groups, hybrid) are tested in the real 

dataset. We prepared a dataset consisting of face images of two persons, each person 

photographed with two positions (right, and left). This experiment is designed with 

two clustering solutions (persons, and positions). The test on this dataset shows that 

hybrid filter and biggest groups filter lade the desired final solutions but using the farthest 

groups filter lade to same two solutions as illustrated in the Figure (54) since the groups 

that have the highest distance in the dendrogram have the same ancestor. See the 

dendrogram in Figure (55).  
 

 

L1 0.692050852 0.15312675

L2 0.730512818 0.156603069

L1 0.769230769 0.156776368 0.4504 No

L2 0.692307692 0.152998069 0.7071 No

L1 0.60593139 0.178924456 0.4334 No

L2 0.551612594 0.132006719 0.0691 No

group size

group 

distance

hybrid

2-D data Labeling Avg f-score ± p-value Sig. diff.

(a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure (53) 
  

A comparison of three different heuristics for filtering groups of clustering solutions. As 

the confidence interval is large, all heuristics perform significantly similar. However, a 

hybrid heuristic is much safe for different types of datasets.  

(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure (54) 
  

(a) and (b) are the final two solutions obtained by our 

method with the use of filtering groups of solutions 

based on the highest distance in the dendrogram. 
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However, using the third heuristic is 

much safer in most cases since it 

chooses groups based on size and 

dissimilarity as explained. 

 

User Choice 

This is another choice that suites our 

method’s setup. With “User Choice” 

our method aggregates all possible 

groups of solutions without 

filtering, visualizes them in a way to 

let the user choose which final 

clustering solutions are more 

interested. In this case, we include all possible solutions that have been found by our 

method to the final solutions which could be positive as well. 

 

For example, if the data are images, and the requested clustering solutions are different 

segmentations, then several reasonable clusterings can be represented to the user even 

if they are much more than the user asking for. At this time the user is free for choosing 

as many solutions as he wants.  This will make the user more satisfy. At the same time, 

based on the nature of the data, the method may propose more clusterings that in 

many cases are hidden in the data in which the user might not be expecting them and 

he could be more interested. 

4.3.6 Aggregation of solutions vs. other techniques. 

As explained in session “3.2.3 Aggregating Similar Clustering Solutions” the proposed 

method encodes each data point of the dataset according to the number of clustering 

solutions in which this data point and every other data points are grouped together. 

On the other hand, this operation is resource consuming, furthermore, in large 

datasets it takes a longer time for processing than small datasets. In some cases, e.g. 

image segmentation the proposed method could stop working a cause of the lack of 

memory resource. Therefore, choosing different techniques in such cases speed up the 

process and avoids failures as well as maintains the final clustering qualities. In this 

Figure (55) 
  

The dendrogram of grouping clustering 

solutions. [2, 3, 1, 0, 4] is a list of group 

indices after an ascending sorting. The 

highest distances are of groups 0, and 4 

which as showed in the dendrogram have 

a same ancestor.  
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session, we do a comparison between two different techniques which can be used in 

our method as a way of decision making on how to present the final groups of 

solutions to the user instead of aggregation. 

 

What we know so far is for a given a dataset X, a set of different possible clustering 

solutions is generated in step (1). Naturally, since the technique that is used to generate 

this set of solutions is based on random transformations, the resulted clustering 

solutions may contain “similar” clusterings. This can cause redundancy which is not 

desirable in the multi-clusterings field. Therefore, it makes sense to group those 

solutions based on similarity. An agglomerative approach with a proposed distance 

metric is used to group similar solutions in step (2). At this time, in order to offer good 

and dissimilar final clustering solutions to the user, the groups of solutions are filtered 

to keep only the clusters that contain the dissimilar and having good quality solutions. 

But the purpose of our method is to produce final solutions not final groups of 

solutions. Therefore, in step (3) there are different choices to take. Our method 

proposes an aggregation technique to represent each cluster of similar solutions by 

one representative clustering solution which is explained in session 3.2.3. But as a 

comparative analysis, there is another technique that also is used to present only one 

final solution for each of cluster of similar solutions. This will be explained in this 

session. 

Most Central Solution 

As mentioned, a set of clustering solutions is ended up to filtered subsets of similar 

clusterings. Clustering solutions in each subset are “mostly” similar, this depends on 

how many final groups of solutions are requested from the agglomerative algorithm 

that performs this grouping. The more final groups, the more possibility to get 

someones that are dissimilar groups and have good quality solutions. In our setup, 

this number is equivalent to kk+3 which adds three to the number of final solutions.  

In this session, we do not aggregate the groups of solutions, but we choose one 

clustering solution from each of those filtered final groups of solutions. The chosen 

clustering solution is the most central one in the group. This means that the solution 

that has the minimum distance to all other solutions in the group is chosen to represent 

the group. In this technique, the method computes the distance to all other solutions 

in the same group and record the average of these distances. This computation is 
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repeated for all solutions in the group. Then the solution that has the minimum 

average will be chosen as a representative solution for the whole group.   

Majority Voting 

In this technique, after grouping clustering solutions based on similarities and filtering 

them. Each of the remaining groups of solutions will represent one final clustering 

solution as follows: A matrix M[|C|ₓ n] is generated where |C| is the number of 

clustering solutions in the group C, and n is the number of data points. Each row in M 

represents one clustering solution, and each column represents one data point. The 

element mij of M is the label of the jth data point in the ith clustering solution. This 

technique will look at each column that contains the labels of one data point overall 

clustering solutions and makes a majority vote on which label this data point will have. 

At the end, a vector of labels for all data points is generated and presented as a final 

clustering solution of a specific group of solutions. 

 

Both techniques (central solution and majority vote solution) are tested against our 

proposed aggregation technique on artificial data that has two views, and on a real 

dataset (faces). As seen in the table and the charts in Figure (65), all techniques 

provided good and similar results. The t-test result shows that they perform similarly 

without significant difference in ground truth representation, final clustering solutions 

dissimilarity, and final solutions cluster quality. 

 

 

 

       (a)                                                   (b)                                                  (c) 
 

Figure (56) 
  

A t-test result of the comparison between two combine methods (aggregation, central 

solution) regarding ground truth representation, clustering dissimilarity, clustering quality. 

L1 0.793804254 0.151355119 0.3645 No 0.454203297 0.006168709 0.4372 No

L2 0.820181121 0.132184053 0.7001 No 0.339564098 0.017874082 0.983 No

L1 0.87689688 0.124278264 0.446069309 0.021563412

L2 0.786091076 0.137223527 0.3398162 0.018248621
central 0.508974359 0.017178533

Sig. diff. Avg Qlt. ± p-value Sig. diff.

agg. 0.449487179 0.081198919 0.1315 No

± p-value Sig. diff. Avg Dism. ± p-value2-D data Labeling Avg f-score
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4.4 Properties of the proposed method 

Some issues have been experienced during testing this method. One major issue is in 

the third step where aggregation takes place. Since the computation complexity when 

generating the pairwise solutions dissimilarity matrix is 𝑂(𝑁3) the method could stop 

during the process of aggregation caused by the lack of memory.  

 

One example of this issue is when searching for multiple solutions on RGB image 

datasets. Since images consist of a huge number of three-dimensional color pixels, 

aggregation is not feasible.  

 

• Experiments show that using an approximated metric for measuring the 

distance between clustering solutions is one way for solving this problem. 

Approximately measuring the distance will affect the quality of the final 

solutions but it will make the process faster. 

• Another way is to use the most central solution technique for representing 

groups of solutions in the third step. 

 

 

In addition to the above issue, the number of clusters in the proposed method is 

assumed to be the same in all clustering solutions. This can be solved in the future 

with more research to modify the proposed method so that it finds clustering solutions 

with possibly a different number of clusters in each solution. 

 

One of the good properties is the method can generate the set of clustering solutions 

at the beginning (step one) simultaneously and independently from each other, thus, 

they can be computed in parallel. This is in contrast to most existing methods, which 

find new clusterings sequentially based on previous ones. However, more research is 

needed to fully guarantee a good coverage of the clusterings space for any set of data.  
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Chapter 5  

5 Conclusion and Future Work  

Clustering is an important data mining task that allows users to discover hidden 

structures in their data in an unsupervised way. Discovering multiple meaningful 

clustering solutions in the same data is useful to further help the users in gaining 

insights from their data. In this thesis, we have presented a general method for 

discovering multiple clustering solutions for the same data. A diverse set of clusterings 

is generated based on various projections of the data; then similar clusterings are 

found, filtered, and aggregated into a few different main representative clustering 

solutions that are presented to the end-user. The proposed method was experimentally 

compared to other existing methods which allow to iteratively simultaneously finding 

several clustering solutions. The results show that the proposed method is able to 

discover multiple interesting and meaningful clustering solutions and that the 

proposed method can generally achieve better results than the other ones. On the other 

hand, extensive studies and analysis are made concerning techniques used within the 

method in its three steps, so they are tested against various existing techniques and 

therefore, valuable results are gained.          

 

During the project work, some issues were experienced. However, we plan to work on 

them as a future work as the follows: 

• The number of clusters in the proposed method is assumed to be the same in 

all clustering solutions. However, this is not necessarily always true in real-

world data. Therefore, future work consists in investigating how we can 

modify the proposed method so that it finds clustering solutions with possibly 

a different number of clusters in each solution.  

• The number of random projections applied on the data is not an explicit 

number that guarantees a full coverage of the clusterings space for any set of 

data. Therefore, the future work also consists of finding a transformation 

matrix that may replace the existing one and be a suitable for any set with and 

any dimensions of data.   
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Appendix  

A. Solution to the Random Projection Equation 

Let V be a subspace of ℝ𝑛. Let the set { 𝑏1
⃗⃗  ⃗, 𝑏2

⃗⃗⃗⃗  . . . . . . , 𝑏𝑘
⃗⃗⃗⃗ } be the 𝑘 ∈ ℝ basis vectors of the 

subspace V where each basis vector is also a member of ℝ𝑛. By the definition of basis 

vectors, they are linearly independent, and the subspace V spans by those basis 

vectors. So, any member 𝑎  of V can be represented as a linear combination of subspace 

basis vectors [] as showed in formula (1). But if we construct a matrix 𝐴𝑛×𝑘 =

 [ 𝑏1
⃗⃗  ⃗  𝑏2

⃗⃗⃗⃗ …  𝑏𝑘
⃗⃗⃗⃗ ]  where its columns are the basis vectors of V, and each basis vector 

has n components (since basis vectors are members of V), then any member of this 

subspace can be represented as a dot product of the matrix A with some vector 𝑦  ∈

 ℝ𝑘  such that:    ∀ 𝑎 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑘, 𝑘 ∈ ℝ ⇒  𝑎 = 𝑦1𝑏1
⃗⃗  ⃗ + 𝑦2𝑏2

⃗⃗⃗⃗  + . . . + 𝑦𝑘𝑏𝑘
⃗⃗⃗⃗   =

  [ 𝑏𝑘
⃗⃗⃗⃗  𝑏𝑘

⃗⃗⃗⃗ …  𝑏𝑘
⃗⃗⃗⃗ ] [

𝑦1
𝑦2

…
𝑦𝑘

]  =   𝐴 . 𝑦        (1) 

 

Let the vector  𝑥  ∈ ℝ𝑛 . By definition, the projection of 𝑥   onto subspace V is going to 

be a member of V, and as we saw above, any member of V can be represented as a dot 

product of its basis vectors with some member of ℝ𝑘. By using equation (1): 

𝑥  ∈ ℝ𝑛   ⇒   𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  ∈  𝑉   ⇒    𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  =   𝐴 . 𝑦      (2) 

 

By definition, vector 𝑥  is equal to the summation of its projections onto space V and its 

orthogonal complement   𝑉⊥ as showed below: 

𝑥 =  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  +   𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉⊥(𝑥  )        (3) 

 

For simplicity, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉⊥(𝑥  )  =  w ∈  𝑉⊥. From (3) we get: 

⇒    𝑥 =  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  +   𝑤  

⇒   𝑥  − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  =  𝑤  ∈  𝑉⊥       (4) 

 

But, because the column space of basis matrix A is the subspace V. So, the orthogonal 

complement of V is the null space of AT s.t. C(A) = V  ⇒  𝑉⊥ = 𝐶(𝐴)⊥  ⇒  𝑉⊥ = N(AT).  

so, the formula (4) becomes: 

⇒   𝑥  − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  =  𝑤  ∈  𝑁(𝐴𝑇)  (5) 

 

Recall the null space definition is: AT N(AT) =  0⃗           (6)  
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By assigning (5) in (6) we get: 

⇒   𝐴𝑇 ( 𝑥  −  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  ) ) =  0⃗         (7) 

 

By assigning (2) in (7) and distributing vector product we get: 

⇒   𝐴𝑇 𝑥  −  𝐴𝑇𝐴  𝑦 =  0⃗  

⇒   𝐴𝑇 𝑥 =   𝐴𝑇𝐴  𝑦          (8) 

 

By definition basis vectors of any space are linearly independent. That is mean that 

matrix A columns are linearly independent. Therefore, matrix A is invertible. by 

multiplying formula (8) both sides by (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 we get: 

⇒   (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇𝑥 =   (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇𝐴 𝑦        (9) 

 

By definition, a matrix multiplied by its transpose is equal to its identity matrix. 

⇒   (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇𝑥 =   𝐼 𝑦 =  𝑦          (10) 

 

By definition a matrix multiplied by its identity is equal to the matrix itself. 

⇒   ( (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇) 𝑥 =  𝑦          (11) 

 

By assigning (11) in (2) we find the projection of  𝑥  onto V 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  =   𝐴 . 𝑦 =  𝐴 (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇 𝑥        (12) 

 

In formula (12) the component   𝐴 (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇   is some matrix T which is always exist 

(because A is invertible) for any subspace which has some basis. So, the projection of 

 𝑥  onto a subspace is a matrix vector dot product. Therefore, it is a linear 

transformation.  

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑉(𝑥  )  = 𝑇. 𝑥  where:   𝑇 = 𝐴 (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇     (13) 

 

So, if we have the basis of a subspace V, then we can make those bases equal to the 

column vector of a matrix A, then, we take its transpose and calculate the invers as 

depicted in 𝐴 (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇 . By this way we get the transformation matrix T for the 

projection. Finally, the projection onto a subspace defined by random and linearly 

independent basis is equal to the matrix vector dot product as seen in formula (13).  
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B. Python Implementation Codes 

As with any new project, at the very beginning a general idea of the objective is 

formulated, and then a tentative plan for starting up is drawn. But, what has realized 

when the literature survey is started on, the own knowledge regarding the 

unsupervised machine learning was still superficial.  

 

Despite supervisors provided a great support, but at the same time, it was not easy to 

understand everything without implementing what was learned. Therefore, an 

implementation from scratch for any new gotten knowledge was essential. This 

includes clustering algorithms, multiple-clustering methods, evaluation techniques, 

distance metrics, etc. to be able to code and then to test and improve the proposed 

method, which took a huge effort and time for learning and getting experience from 

mistakes. 

 

In addition to achieving the objective of this thesis, getting knowledge, building 

experience, and present it to the audience was one of the most important objectives as 

well. Therefore, in this session, we would like to share some of what have learned and 

implemented to be an open-sourced knowledge and at the same time be available to 

anyone who read this thesis or willing to startup with own project. Codes are written 

in Python 3.4 and will be provided as follows:   

 

• The k-means algorithm 

• The hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm 

• The COALA algorithm [1] 

• The Decorrelated K-means algorithm [29] 

• The orthogonal projections multi-clustering method [3] 

• The “constrained optimization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence” [11] 

approach 

• Between Clusterings Distance Metrics, (The Hamming Distance, the Jaccard 

Index, the Rand Index, the Fowlkes-Mallows Index, the Mirkin Metric, the 

Partition Difference, the F-Measure, the Van Dongen-Measure, the Dunn 

Index) [30] 

• Generating transformation matrices from random basis vectors. 
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The K-Means Algorithm 

import matplotlib.pylab as plt 

import random 

import math 

import numpy as np 

 

# distance function 

def dist(a, b): 

 s = sum([ (a[i] - b[i])**2 for i in range(len(a)) ]) 

 return (math.sqrt(s))**2 

 

# datapoint’s nearest center index    

def nearestCenterIndex(x, C): 

 return np.argmin( [ dist(x, c) for c in C ] ) 

 

def iterate(X, C): 

 L = [ [] for j in range(len(C)) ]  # List of k empty lists 

 for x in X:     

  ic = nearestCenterIndex(x, C) # find closest center, 

  L[ic].append(x)   # assign datapoint to a cluster 

 

 for i in range(len(C)):  # updating the centers: 

  cluster = L[i] 

  C[i] = [ np.mean(col) for col in zip(*cluster) ] 

 return C, L 

  

def kmeans(X, k=2, eps=0.0001):  # the main function 

 

 C = random.sample(X, k)   # choose k initial centers 

 

 counter = 0 

 while True:   # iterate until convergence 

  counter += 1 

  print( counter ) 

   

  prev_C = C[:] 

  C, L = iterate(X, C) 

  #if prev_C == C: break 

  if np.mean([ dist(prev_c, c) for (prev_c, c) in zip(prev_C, C) ]) < eps: break 

 return C, L 

  

# =============================================================================== 

# Generate a dataset randomly (example with 2 clusters) 

X1 = [ [np.random.normal(5, 1), np.random.normal(5, 1)] for u in range(500) ] 

X2 = [ [np.random.normal(10, 1), np.random.normal(10, 1)] for u in range(500) ] 

X = X1 + X2 

random.shuffle(X) 

F1, F2 = zip(*X) 

plt.scatter( F1, F2, color='g') 

plt.show(1) 
 

# =============================================================================== 

C, L = kmeans(X, k=2, eps=0.0001) 

print( "Final centers are:", C ) 

 

colors = ["r", "b", "m", "k"] 

for i, clust in enumerate(L): 

 F1, F2 = zip(*clust) 

 plt.scatter( F1, F2, color = colors[i] ) 

 F1 = C[i][0] 

 F2 = C[i][1] 

 plt.scatter( F1, F2, color= colors[i+2], marker=">" ) 

 

plt.show() 
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The Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering Algorithm 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

from itertools import combinations 

import numpy as np 

import math 

import copy 

import random 

from sklearn import datasets 

from scipy.cluster.hierarchy import dendrogram 

 

##################################################### Data 

def prepareData(): 

 X0 = [ [1,1], [1.2,1], [1.1,1.3], [1.6,1.8], [2.1,3], [1.9,3.1], [1.1,1.1], [1.05,1.15], [1.95,2.95] ] 

  

 X1 = [ [np.random.normal(1.5, 0.1), np.random.normal(1, 0.1)] for u in range(35) ] 

 X2 = [ [np.random.normal(1.5, 0.15), np.random.normal(-1.5, 0.15)] for u in range(35) ] 

 X3 = [ [np.random.normal(-1.5, 0.05), np.random.normal(1, 0.05)] for u in range(35) ] 

  

 X5 = list(datasets.make_circles(n_samples=200, shuffle=True, noise=0.05 , random_state=None, factor=0.5)) 

 X5 = X5[0] 

  

 XX = np.concatenate((X1,X2,X3),axis=0)  #; random.shuffle(X5) 

 X6 = datasets.make_moons(n_samples=300, shuffle=True, noise=0.05 , random_state=None) 

 X6 = X6[0] 

  

 print('\n==> Data is prepared \n') 

 return np.array(X6) 

 

##################################################### 

def euc(a,b): 

 return math.sqrt( sum( [ (a[i]-b[i])**2 for i in range(len(a)) ] ) ) 

 

def man(a,b): 

 return sum( [ abs(a[i]-b[i]) for i in range(len(a)) ] ) 

  

def findClosestClusters(clusters, method, metric): # clusters argument is a list of dictionaries{id, 

elements, ids, used} 

 def dist(a,b): 

  if metric =='euclidean': return euc(a,b) 

  elif metric =='manhatten': return man(a,b) 

   

 S = [] 

 comb_ids = list( combinations( range(len(clusters)), 2 ) ) 

 

 if method == 'centroid': 

  for i1, i2 in comb_ids: 

   mean1= [ np.mean(col) for col in zip(*clusters[i1]['elements']) ] 

   mean2= [ np.mean(col) for col in zip(*clusters[i2]['elements']) ] 

   S.append([dist(mean1,mean2), i1, i2]) # clusters mean distance, clusters id 

  minID = np.argmin(np.array(S)[:,0]) 

  return S[minID][0], S[minID][1], S[minID][2] 

   

 else: 

  for i1, i2 in comb_ids: 

   m, n = len(clusters[i1]['elements']), len(clusters[i2]['elements']) 

    

   if m == 1 and n == 1:    # if clusters contains 

one element 

    S.append([dist(clusters[i1]['elements'][0], clusters[i2]['elements'][0]), 

i1, i2]) 

   else: 

    S2 = np.zeros((m,n)) 

    for i in range(m): 

     for j in range(n): 

      S2[i][j] = dist( (clusters[i1]['elements'])[i], 

(clusters[i2]['elements'])[j] ) 

     

    if method   == 'single': S.append([np.amin(S2), i1, i2])# minimum distance, 

clusters id 

    elif method == 'complete': S.append([np.amax(S2), i1, i2])# maximum 

distance, clusters id 

    elif method == 'average': S.append([np.mean(S2), i1, i2])# average 

distance, clusters id 

     

  minID = np.argmin(np.array(S)[:,0])   # closest clusters 

  return S[minID][0], S[minID][1], S[minID][2] 

 

def hierarchical(DATA, n_clusters=2, linkage='average', affinity='euclidean'): 

 linkageMatrix =[] 

 clusterings   =[] 

 outputLabels  =[] 

  

 X = copy.deepcopy(DATA); print('==> Hierarchical clustering is started... \n    Linkage method 

is:',linkage,'\n    Affinity is:',affinity, '\n') 

 clusters = [ {'id':i, 'ids':[i], 'elements': [x], 'use':1} for i, x in enumerate(X) ] 

 clusterings.append({'n_level':0,   # dictionary of first clustering (each data point is a 

cluster) 

   'n_clusts': len(clusters), 

   'clusters_x':[ cl['elements'] for cl in clusters if cl['use']==1 ], 

   'clusters_i':[ cl['ids'] for cl in clusters if cl['use']==1 ] 

   }) 

 n_clusts = len(clusters) 

 counter=0 

 while n_clusts > 1:   

  clustList = [ cl for cl in clusters if cl['use']==1 ] 

  dis,c1,c2 = findClosestClusters(clustList, linkage, affinity) 

  newClust  = {'id':len(clusters),  

   'ids': clustList[c1]['ids'] + clustList[c2]['ids'],  
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   'elements': clustList[c1]['elements'] + clustList[c2]['elements'],  

   'use':1} 

 

  clusters.append(newClust); clusters[ clustList[c1]['id'] ]['use'] = 0; clusters[ 

clustList[c2]['id'] ]['use'] = 0 

  n_clusts = len([ x for x in clusters if x['use'] == 1 ]) 

  counter+=1 

  linkageMatrix.append([ clusters[ clustList[c1]['id'] ]['id'], clusters[ clustList[c2]['id'] 

]['id'], dis, len(newClust['elements']) ]) 

   

   

  clusterings.append({'n_level': int(counter),   # storing resulted clustering as a 

new dictionary 

   'n_clusts': n_clusts, 

   'clusters_x':[ x['elements'] for x in clusters if x['use'] == 1 ], 

   'clusters_i':[ x['ids'] for x in clusters if x['use'] == 1 ]}) 

   

  if n_clusts == n_clusters: 

   outputLabels = labels(DATA, clusterings[-1]['clusters_i'] ) 

   outputCenters = centers(clusterings[-1]['clusters_x']) 

 

 print('==> Clustering is completed \n    Total clusterings are ', len(clusterings), '\n    Linkage matrix 

is ready.') 

  

 class model: 

  def __init__(self): 

   self.clusterings_ = clusterings 

   self.linkageMatrix_ = np.array(linkageMatrix) 

   self.labels_ = outputLabels 

   self.centers_ = outputCenters 

   

 return model() 

   

def labels(X, clusters_i): 

 labels = [] 

 for i in range(len(X)): 

  for k, cluster in enumerate(clusters_i): 

   for idx in cluster: 

    if idx == i: labels.append(k); break 

   if len(labels) == i+1: break 

 print('\n==> Lables are computed') 

 return labels 

 

def centers(clusters): 

 C = [ [] for cluster in clusters ] 

 for i, cluster in enumerate(clusters): 

  C[i] = [ np.mean(col) for col in zip(*cluster) ] 

 print('==> Centroids are computed') 

 return C 

 

def plotDendogram(Z, **kwargs): 

 linkage_matrix = Z   # columns 0,1: children, 2: distances, 3: number of observations 

 linkage_matrix[:,2] = np.arange(Z.shape[0]) # make the distance rate is 1 

 

 print('    Plotting ... \n') 

 plt.figure(figsize=(10, 6)) 

 plt.title('Hierarchical Clustering Dendrogram') 

 plt.xlabel('sample index') 

 plt.ylabel('distance') 

 dendrogram( linkage_matrix,   # Z if we use the original distances 

  leaf_rotation=90, 

  leaf_font_size=8, 

  **kwargs 

  ) 

 plt.show() 

  ##################################################### Run the program 

print("\nProgram is started") 

 

#Artificial data 

DATA = prepareData() 

plt.scatter(DATA[:,0], DATA[:,1]) 

plt.show() 

 

model = hierarchical(DATA, n_clusters=2, linkage='single', affinity='euclidean') 

clusteringsDictionary = model.clusterings_ 

Z = model.linkageMatrix_ 

Y = model.labels_ 

 

while True: 

 try: 

  numberOfClusters = str(input('    Enter the number of clusters you want to view:')) 

  dictionary = [ dict for dict in clusteringsDictionary if dict['n_clusts'] == 

int(numberOfClusters)] 

   

   

  clust_x = dictionary[0]['clusters_x'] 

  clust_i = dictionary[0]['clusters_i'] 

   

  Y = labels(DATA,clust_i) 

   

   

  for i, clust in enumerate(clust_x): 

   F1, F2 = zip(*clust) 

   plt.scatter( F1, F2) 

 

  plotDendogram(Z, labels=Y) 

  plt.show() 

 except ValueError: 

  if numberOfClusters == 'q': print("\nProgram is ended"); break 

  print("Invalid number of clusters") 
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The COALA Algorithm 

import copy 

import numpy as np 

from sklearn.mixture import GaussianMixture 

from scipy.linalg import fractional_matrix_power 

from itertools import combinations 

import math 

 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

from matplotlib import colors as mcolors 

from scipy.cluster.hierarchy import dendrogram 

from scipy import stats 

import os 

 

# ================================================================================ 

# Paper: Bae, Eric, and James Bailey. "Coala: A novel approach for the extraction of an alternate clustering of 

high quality and high dissimilarity." ICDM'06. IEEE, 2006. 

def generateConstraints(X, Y): 

 from itertools import combinations 

 comb_ids = list( combinations( range(len(X)), 2 ) ) 

 L = [] 

 for i1, i2 in comb_ids: 

  if Y[i1] == Y[i2]: L.append( [X[i1], X[i2]] ) 

 return L 

 

def satisfyConstraint(c1,c2,L): 

 satisfy = True 

 for k in range(len(c1)): 

  for l in range(len(c2)): 

   if ( [c1[k],c2[l]] or [c2[l],c1[k]] ) in L: 

    satisfy = False; break 

 return satisfy  

  

def dist(a,b): 

 def euc(a,b): 

  return math.sqrt( sum( [ (a[i]-b[i])**2 for i in range(len(a)) ] ) ) 

 

 def man(a,b): 

  return sum( [ abs(a[i]-b[i]) for i in range(len(a)) ] ) 

   

 if affinity =='euclidean': return euc(a,b) 

 #elif affinity =='another_Metric'; return another_Function(a,b) 

 elif affinity =='manhatten': return man(a,b) 

  

def qualityPair(C): 

 M = []          

  # dissimilarity martix (pairwise clusters distance with corresponding ids) 

 comb_ids = list( combinations( range(len(C)), 2 ) ) 

  

 for i1, i2 in comb_ids: 

  m, n = len(C[i1]), len(C[i2]) 

   

  if m == 1 and n == 1:   # if clusters contains one element 

   M.append([ dist(C[i1][0], C[i2][0]), i1, i2 ]) 

  else: 

   M2 = np.zeros((m,n)) 

   for i in range(m): 

    for j in range(n): 

     M2[i][j] = dist( C[i1][i], C[i2][j] )    

   M.append([np.mean(M2), i1, i2]) # average distance, cluster ids 

  

 minID = np.argmin(np.array(M)[:,0])   # minDis pair IDs 

 ii=  M[minID][1]        

 # 1st cluster id 

 jj=  M[minID][2]        

 # 2nd cluster id 

 minDis= M[minID][0]        

 # min avg distance 

 return C[ii], C[jj], minDis 

 

def dissimilarityPair(C, L): 

 M = []# dissimilarity matrix, pairwise clusters distance s.t. satisfy constraints, with corresponding ids 

 comb_ids = list( combinations( range(len(C)), 2 ) ) 

 for i1, i2 in comb_ids:  # for all pairs, if satisfie constraints then compute M 

  if satisfyConstraint(C[i1], C[i2], L):  

   m, n = len(C[i1]), len(C[i2]) 

   if m ==1 and n == 1: 

    M.append([dist(C[i1][0], C[i2][0]), i1, i2]) 

   else: 

    M2 = np.zeros((m,n)) 

    for i in range(m): 

     for j in range(n): 

      M2[i][j] = dist( C[i1][i], C[i2][j] )  

    M.append([np.mean(M2), i1, i2]) # average distance, clusters id 

  

 if len(M) != 0:         

 # if M is computed 

  minID = np.argmin(np.array(M)[:,0])   # minDis pair IDs 

  ii= M[minID][1]        

 # 1st cluster id 

  jj= M[minID][2]        

 # 2nd cluster id 

  minDis= M[minID][0]       

 # min avg distance 

  return C[ii], C[jj], minDis 

 else:  # if there's no pairs satisfy constrains (M is empty) then yield to quality merge 

  print('<<<Quality>>>', end=' ')# Merging method depends on (w), however, quality and 

dissimilarity pairs 
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  return qualityPair(C) # are identical, so the result is the same.  

  

def method3(DATA, Y1, K=2, w=0.6): 

 X = np.array(copy.deepcopy(DATA)).tolist()  # dataset "yield dataset tobe a list" 

 L = generateConstraints(X, np.array(Y1).tolist())  # constrains list "yield Y1 tobe a list" 

  

 C = [ [x] for x in X ]    # initial clusters (of points) 

 ids = [ [id] for id in range(len(X)) ] # initial clusters (of ids) 

 for i in range(len(X),K,-1): 

  print('==>', i) 

  q1,q2, dQ = qualityPair(C)   # get pairs and distance 

  o1,o2, dO = dissimilarityPair(C,L) 

 

  qIDs1 = ids[C.index(q1)]   # corresponding ids 

  qIDs2 = ids[C.index(q2)] 

  oIDs1 = ids[C.index(o1)] 

  oIDs2 = ids[C.index(o2)] 

   

  if (dQ/dO) < w:        

  # Quality merge: 

   C[C.index(q1)]= q1 + q2   # (data) 

   C.remove(q2) 

    

   ids[ids.index(qIDs1)]= qIDs1 + qIDs2 # (ids) 

   ids.remove(qIDs2)      

   print('Quality merge') 

 

  else:         

   # dissimilarity merge: 

   C[C.index(o1)]= o1 + o2  # (data) 

   C.remove(o2) 

    

   ids[ids.index(oIDs1)]= oIDs1 + oIDs2 # (ids) 

   ids.remove(oIDs2) 

   print('Dissimilarity merge') 

    

 Y2=[] 

 for xi, x in enumerate(X): 

  for ci, cl in enumerate(ids): 

   for id in cl:  

    if xi == id: Y2.append(ci); break 

  

 print('\n\n======================'); print('DATA:',len(X),'\tdatapoints'); 

print('Y1:',len(Y1),'\t\tlabels (first clustering)'); print('K:',len(C),'\t\tclusters'); print('L:',len(L),'\tpairs 

in constraint list'); print('Y2:',len(Y2),'\t\tnew labels(second clustering)')  

 return Y2 

 

# ============================================================================= 

def dataset_artificial_0(): # Returns a simple dataset with 4 gaussians, each gaussian with 125 datapoints (2-D) 

 X = []; L1 = []; L2 = [] 

 #for i, center in enumerate([ [0,2], [0,10], [2.5,2], [2.5,10] ]) : 

  #X += np.random.multivariate_normal(center, np.identity(2), size = 100).tolist() 

 for i, center in enumerate([ [0,2], [0,8], [5,2], [5,8] ]) : 

  X += np.random.multivariate_normal(center, np.identity(2)/3, size = 50).tolist() 

  

 L1 = [0 for _ in range(50)] + [0 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] # 

labels are 0 0 1 1 

 L2 = [0 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] + [0 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] # 

labels are 0 1 0 1 

  

 X = np.array(X) 

 X = X - X.mean(axis=0) # center the data 

 

 return X, L1, L2 

# ============================================================================== 

affinity='euclidean' 

w=0.6 # is good thrshold with (dQ/dO) < w 

K=2 

 

 

DATA, L1, L2 =  dataset_artificial_0() # dataset must be a list or list of lists or "np.array().tolist" 

clu = GaussianMixture(n_components=K).fit(DATA)  # Clustering 

Y1 = clu.predict(DATA) 

 

Y2 = method3(DATA, Y1, K=K, w=w) 
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The Decorrelated K-Means Algorithm 

import matplotlib.pylab as plt 

import random 

import math 

import numpy as np 

from numpy import linalg as LA 

from scipy.linalg import fractional_matrix_power 

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

from matplotlib import colors as mcolors 

from sklearn.decomposition import PCA 

from sklearn.manifold import TSNE 

from matplotlib.lines import Line2D 

import copy 

 

# ================================================================================================ 

# Paper: P. Jain, R. Meka, and I. S. Dhillon, “Simultaneous unsupervised learning of disparate clusterings,” in 

SDM, 2008, pp. 858–869. 

 

def dist(a, b): 

 return math.sqrt( sum( [ (a[i]-b[i])**2 for i in range(len(a)) ] ) ) 

 

def nearestRepClustIndex(x, V): 

 return np.argmin( [ dist(x, v) for v in V ] ) 

  

def getSetOfClusters(X,Y): 

 C = [ [x for i,x in enumerate(X) if Y[i] == j ] for j in set(Y) ] 

 return C 

 

def computeClustMeans( C ): 

 meansVector = [ np.mean(c, axis=0).tolist() for c in C ] # C is a list of clusters, each cluster 

contains elements 

 return np.array(meansVector) 

 

def iterate(X, Y1, Y2, lmda): 

 C1 = getSetOfClusters(X,Y1) 

 C2 = getSetOfClusters(X,Y2) 

 

 A = computeClustMeans(C1) 

 B = computeClustMeans(C2) 

  

 MU = []  # representative vectors for clustering 1 

 for i in range(len(C1)): 

  n  = sum([ len(X[ np.where((Y1==i)&(Y2==j)) ]) for j in range(len(C2)) ]) 

 

  #formula 3.2 

  delta = lmda/n 

  I = np.identity(np.array(X).shape[1]) 

  inv = LA.inv( I + lmda/n * sum([ np.dot(B[jj],B[jj].T) for jj in range(len(B)) ]) ) 

  mu =  np.dot(inv, A[i]) 

  MU.append(mu.tolist()) 

  

 VI = []  # representative vectors for clustering 2 

 for j in range(len(C2)):   

  n  = sum([ len(X[ np.where((Y1==i)&(Y2==j)) ]) for i in range(len(C1)) ]) 

 

  #formula 3.3 

  delta = lmda/n 

  I = np.identity(np.array(X).shape[1]) 

  inv = LA.inv( I + lmda/n * sum([ np.dot(A[ii],A[ii].T) for ii in range(len(A)) ]) ) 

  vi =  np.dot(inv,B[j]) 

  VI.append(vi.tolist()) 

  

 # updating clusters and clusterings 

 Y1_new = [] 

 Y2_new = [] 

  

 for i, x in enumerate(X): 

  ci = nearestRepClustIndex(x, np.array(MU)) 

  Y1_new.append(ci) 

   

  cj = nearestRepClustIndex(x, np.array(VI))   

  Y2_new.append(cj) 

   

 return np.array(Y1_new), np.array(Y2_new), MU, VI 

  

def decorKmeans(X, K1, K2, lmda, eps): 

 cl = KMeans(n_clusters=K1).fit(X) 

 clust1 = cl.predict(X) 

 clust2 = np.array([ random.randrange(0,K2) for x in X ]) 

 

 Y1 = copy.deepcopy(clust1) 

 Y2 = copy.deepcopy(clust2) 

 counter = 0 

 

 # until convergence 

 MU = [ [ eps*random.randint(1,30000) for comp in range(2) ] for vec in range(2)] # initial representative 

vector for each cluster 

 VI = [ [ eps*random.randint(1,30000) for comp in range(2) ] for vec in range(2)] # initial representative 

vector for each cluster  

 

 while True: 

  counter += 1; print( counter ) 

 

  prev_MU = MU[:] 

  prev_VI = VI[:]   

 

  Y1, Y2, MU, VI = iterate(X, Y1, Y2, lmda) 
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  if np.mean([ dist(prev_mu, mu) for (prev_mu, mu) in zip(prev_MU, MU) ]) or \ 

     np.mean([ dist(prev_vi, vi) for (prev_vi, vi) in zip(prev_VI, VI) ]) < eps: break 

   

 return Y1, Y2, MU, VI 

################################## dataset 

def dataset_artificial_0():  

 X = []; L1 = []; L2 = [] 

 #for i, center in enumerate([ [0,2], [0,10], [2.5,2], [2.5,10] ]) : 

  #X += np.random.multivariate_normal(center, np.identity(2), size = 100).tolist() 

 for i, center in enumerate([ [0,2], [0,8], [5,2], [5,8] ]) : 

  X += np.random.multivariate_normal(center, np.identity(2)/3, size = 50).tolist() 

  

 L1 = [0 for _ in range(50)] + [0 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] # 

labels are 0 0 1 1 

 L2 = [0 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] + [0 for _ in range(50)] + [1 for _ in range(50)] # 

labels are 0 1 0 1 

  

 X = np.array(X) 

 X = X - X.mean(axis=0) # center the data 

 

 return X, L1, L2 

 

################################## run the program 

 

X, L1, L2 = dataset_artificial_0() 

Y1, Y2, MU, VI = decorKmeans(X, K1=2, K2=2, lmda=103, eps=0.01) 

 

################################## plot 

mu1 = Line2D([0,0], MU[0]) 

mu2 = Line2D([0,0], MU[1])  

vi1 = Line2D([0,0], VI[0]) 

vi2 = Line2D([0,0], VI[1])  

 

color_names = ['r', 'g', 'b', 'm', 'c', 'y', 'k'] + list( mcolors.CSS4_COLORS.keys() ) 

f, (ax1, ax2) = plt.subplots(1, 2, sharex=False, sharey=False, figsize=(15,15)) 

ax1.scatter( *zip(*X), c=[color_names[y] for y in Y1], marker='.' ) 

ax1.add_line(mu1) 

ax1.add_line(mu2) 

ax2.scatter( *zip(*X), c=[color_names[y] for y in Y2], marker='.' ) 

ax2.add_line(vi1) 

ax2.add_line(vi2) 

plt.show() 
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The Multi-view Clustering Via Orthogonalization Method 

import random 

import copy 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 

from scipy.linalg import fractional_matrix_power 

 

# ================================================================================ 

# Paper: Y. Cui et al. (2007). Non-redundant multi-view clustering via orthogonalization. ICDM (pp. 133-142). 

   

def data224():     # 2 features, 2 clusters, 4 views 

 X = [] 

 M = [[2, 2], [-2, 2], [-2, -2], [2, -2]] 

 for m in M: X += np.random.multivariate_normal(m, np.identity(2)/3, size=125).tolist() 

  

 X = np.array(X) 

 X = X - X.mean(axis=0)   # center the data 

 return X  

   

def plot_clusters(DATA, X, colors): 

 fig, ((ax1a, ax2a), (ax1b, ax2b)) = plt.subplots(2, 2) 

 ax1a.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*DATA)] )[:2], c=colors, marker='.') 

 ax1a.set_title("Original space") 

 ax1a.set_xlabel("Feature 1") 

 ax1a.set_ylabel("Feature 2") 

  

 if len(DATA[0]) > 2:  

  ax2a.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*DATA)] )[2:4], c=colors, marker='.') 

  ax2a.set_title("Original space") 

  ax2a.set_xlabel("Feature 3") 

  ax2a.set_ylabel("Feature 4") 

  

 ax1b.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*X)] )[:2], c=colors, marker='.') 

 ax1b.set_title("Transformed space") 

 ax1b.set_xlabel("Feature 1") 

 ax1b.set_ylabel("Feature 2") 

  

 if len(DATA[0]) > 2: 

  ax2b.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*X)] )[2:4], c=colors, marker='.') 

  ax2b.set_title("Transformed space") 

  ax2b.set_xlabel("Feature 3") 

  ax2b.set_ylabel("Feature 4") 

   

 plt.show() 

 

def mView_Clustering_via_Orthogonalization(DATA, alternatives): 

 X = copy.deepcopy(DATA) 

 clr = ['green', 'yellow', 'black', 'blue'] 

  

 for t in range(alternatives): 

   

  h = KMeans(n_clusters=k).fit(X)  # Clustering X first 

   

  plot_clusters( DATA, X, colors=[ clr[i] for i in h.predict(X)]) # Coloring original (DATA) and 

transformed (X) based on X new clustering 

  if t == alternatives-1: break 

   

  for i, x in enumerate(X):  # Projection X data on the space orthogonal to u vector 

   u = h.cluster_centers_[ h.predict([x])[0] ] # Find cluster center (u) closest to x 

([n_clusters,n_features])    

   uuT = np.array([u]) * np.array([u]).T 

   uTu = np.dot(u, u) 

   X[i] = (np.identity(len(x)) - uuT / uTu).dot(x) 

 

 

# ================================================================================ 

   

k = 2 

alternatives = 5 

DATA = data224() 

mView_Clustering_via_Orthogonalization(DATA, alternatives) 
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The Constrained Optimization of the Kullback-Leibler Divergence Method 

import random 

import copy 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 

from scipy.linalg import fractional_matrix_power 

 

# ================================================================================ 

# Paper: Z. Qi et al. (2009). A principled and flexible framework for finding alternative clusterings. SIGKDD (pp. 

717-726).  

  

def data432():    # 4 features, 3 clu sters, 2 views 

 X1 = []     # First view of the data (with F1, F2 features of each x) 

 M = [[7, 2], [3, 7], [10, 9]];  # Three centroids 

 S = [100, 100, 300]   # The number of data points in each cluster in the first view 

           

 # multivariate_normal(mean, covarianceMatrix, size) 

 for i in range(len(S)): X1 += np.random.multivariate_normal(M[i], np.identity(2)/3, size=S[i]).tolist() 

  

 X2 = []     # Second view of the data (with F3, F4 features of each x) 

 M = [[5, 4], [7, 11], [14, 6]];  # Three centroids 

 S = [200, 200, 100]   # The number of data points in each cluster in the second view 

 for i in range(len(S)): X2 += np.random.multivariate_normal(M[i], np.identity(2)/3, size=S[i]).tolist() 

  

           

 # combine the two views (four features F1, F2, F3, F4) 

 X = np.array([ X1[i] + X2[i] for i in range(len(X1)) ])  

 X = X - X.mean(axis=0)   # center the data, shift data points towards the origine 

 return X 

  

def plot_clusters(DATA, X, colors): 

 fig, ((ax1a, ax2a), (ax1b, ax2b)) = plt.subplots(2, 2) 

 ax1a.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*DATA)] )[:2], c=colors, marker='.') 

 ax1a.set_title("Original space") 

 ax1a.set_xlabel("Feature 1") 

 ax1a.set_ylabel("Feature 2") 

  

 if len(DATA[0]) > 2:  

  ax2a.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*DATA)] )[2:4], c=colors, marker='.') 

  ax2a.set_title("Original space") 

  ax2a.set_xlabel("Feature 3") 

  ax2a.set_ylabel("Feature 4") 

  

 ax1b.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*X)] )[:2], c=colors, marker='.') 

 ax1b.set_title("Transformed space") 

 ax1b.set_xlabel("Feature 1") 

 ax1b.set_ylabel("Feature 2") 

  

 if len(DATA[0]) > 2: 

  ax2b.scatter( *np.array( [*zip(*X)] )[2:4], c=colors, marker='.') 

  ax2b.set_title("Transformed space") 

  ax2b.set_xlabel("Feature 3") 

  ax2b.set_ylabel("Feature 4") 

   

 plt.show() 

 

# ================================================================================ 

# Paper: Z. Qi et al. (2009). A principled and flexible framework for finding alternative clusterings. SIGKDD (pp. 

717-726). 

def princ_flex_frameWork_AlternativeClustering(DATA, a, alternatives): 

 X = copy.deepcopy(DATA) 

 clr = ['green', 'yellow', 'black', 'blue'] 

  

 for t in range(alternatives): 

  print ("Iteration"+str(t)) 

   

  h = KMeans(n_clusters=k).fit(X)  # Clustering X first 

   

  plot_clusters( DATA, X, colors=[ clr[i] for i in h.predict(X)])  

 

  # Sigma:data point variation for (k-1) centroids which this data point unlikely belongs to PI'  

  # B= D*D' and B=(Sigma)^(-1) => D=sqrt(B)=(Sigma)^(- 1/2) 

  S = np.zeros((len(DATA[0]), len(DATA[0])))     

           

  # finding all points xi that do not belong to the given clusters 

  for i, x in enumerate(X): 

   # centroids list that xi does not belong to       

   C = [ u for iu, u in enumerate(h.cluster_centers_) if iu != h.predict([x])[0] ]  

    

# add the distance from xi to all those centroids to sigma matrix  

   for u in C: S += (x-u) * np.array([(x-u)]).T 

  # divide by the number of data points:Sigma= 1/n(xi-mj)*(xi-mj)' where xi does not belong to Cj 

  S = S / len(X)        

   

  # transformation matrix: B=(Sigma)^(-1), a=2 => B=(Sigma)^(-a/2) => D=sqrt(B)=(Sigma)^(-a/4) 

  D = fractional_matrix_power(S, -a/4.)  

   

  # transforming X to Y by D to be used as a new dataset in next iteration: Y=D*X 

  X = (D.dot(X.T)).T        

# ================================================================================   

k = 3 

a = 2 

alternatives=2 

DATA = data432() 

princ_flex_frameWork_AlternativeClustering(DATA, a, alternatives) 
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Between Clusterings Distance Metrics 

import random 

import math 

import numpy as np 

from numpy import linalg as LA 

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

from matplotlib import colors as mcolors 

from matplotlib.lines import Line2D 

from itertools import combinations 

import scipy 

 

 

def dist_proposed( Ya, Yb ): 

 d = 0 

 comb_ids = list( combinations( range(len(Ya)), 2 ) ) 

 for i1, i2 in comb_ids: 

  if (Ya[i1] == Ya[i2] and Yb[i1] != Yb[i2]) or (Yb[i1] == Yb[i2] and Ya[i1] != Ya[i2]): 

   d += 1 

 return d 

  

def dist_jaccard( Ya, Yb ): 

 N11 = len([ 1 for i1, i2 in comb_ids if (Y1[i1] == Y1[i2] and Y2[i1] == Y2[i2]) ]) 

 N00 = len([ 1 for i1, i2 in comb_ids if (Y1[i1] != Y1[i2] and Y2[i1] != Y2[i2]) ]) 

 N01 = len([ 1 for i1, i2 in comb_ids if (Y1[i1] != Y1[i2] and Y2[i1] == Y2[i2]) ]) 

 N10 = len([ 1 for i1, i2 in comb_ids if (Y1[i1] == Y1[i2] and Y2[i1] != Y2[i2]) ]) 

 J = N11/(N01+N10+N11) 

 return J 

 

def dist_hamming(Ya, Yb): 

 comb_ids = list( combinations( range(len(Ya)), 2 ) ) #symmetric, non negative 

 n = len(Ya) 

       #number of disagreeing edges 

 eDisagree = len([ 1 for i1, i2 in comb_ids if (Ya[i1] == Ya[i2] and Yb[i1] != Yb[i2]) ])   

 eTotal    = n*(n-1)/2    #number of total edges in the graph 

 d = eDisagree / eTotal 

 return d 

  

def dist_chiSquared(Y1, Y2): 

 d = 0 

 for i in range(len(C1)): 

  for j in range(len(C2)): 

   m = M[i][j] 

   E = ( len(C1[i]) * len(C2[j]) )/n 

   d += ((m - E)**2)/E 

 return d 

 

def dist_FowlkesMallows(Y1, Y2): 

 d = N11/math.sqrt((N11+N10)*(N11+N01)) 

 return d 

 

def dist_mirkinMetric(Y1, Y2): 

 d = 2*(N01+N10) 

 return d 

 

def dist_partitionDifference(Y1, Y2): 

 d = N00 

 return d 

  

def dist_vanDongen(Y1, Y2): 

 d = 2*n -  sum(np.max(M, axis=1)) - sum(np.max(M, axis=0))  

 return d 

  

def dunn(X,Y): 

 clusters = [ [ x for i,x in enumerate(X) if Y[i]==cl ] for cl in set(Y) ] 

 means = [ np.mean(cl) for cl in clusters ]; print('means', means) 

  

 diameters = [] 

 for cluster in clusters: 

  comb_ids = list( combinations(range(len(cluster)),2) ) 

  d = [] 

  for i1, i2 in comb_ids: 

   d.append(dist(cluster[i1], cluster[i2])) 

  diameters.append(max(d)) 

 dun_index = np.min(means)/np.max(diameters) 

 return(dun_index) 

 

def dist_randIndex(Y1, Y2): 

 d = 2*(N11 + N00)/n*(n-1) 

 return d 

 

# =========================================================================================== 

X  = [[1,2],[2,3],[3,3],[3,1],[2,1],[3,5],[5,1],[5,3],[5,5],[2,5],[6,3],[1,6]]#; print('X:', X) 

Y1 = [1,1,0,0,1,2,0,0,1,2,0,1] 

Y2 = [1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,2,2,2,1] 

#Y2 = Y1[:] 

# =========================================================================================== 

 

#examples: 

dun1 = dunn(X,Y1) 

dun2 = dunn(X,Y2) 

print('dunn Y1', dun1) 

print('dunn Y2', dun2) 

 

print('Hamming distance: ’, dist_hamming(Y1,Y2)) 
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Generating Transformation Matrices from Random Basis Vectors 

import random 

import numpy as np 

from numpy import linalg as LA 

from random import gauss 

 

 

X = np.array([[1,1,1],[2,2,2],[3,3,3],[4,4,4],[5,5,5]])  # a simple dataset 

 

############################################################################################################### 

# A random projection onto a space that spans by one vector that has the same dimensions of the original space. 

 

vec = np.random.randn(X.shape[1])   # a random vector 

u = vec / np.linalg.norm(vec)    # the unit vector 

I = np.identity(X.shape[1],dtype=np.float64)  # identity matrix 

A = [(I[col].dot(u))*u for col in range(len(I))]  # Projection matrix  

XX = np.dot(X,A)     # Projection of X 

 

############################################################################################################### 

# Another example but by using the formula: A (A’A)-1 A’ 

 

A = [ [gauss(0,1/X.shape[1]) for i in range(X.shape[1])] ] # a random vector 

A = A / np.linalg.norm(A)    # the unit vector 

A = list(zip(*A)) 

A = np.matrix(A) 

P = A * np.linalg.inv(A.T * A) * A.T   # Projection matrix  

XX = np.dot(X,A)     # Projection of X 

 

############################################################################################################### 

# A random projection onto a space that spans by N basis vectors of the same dimensions of the original space. 

 

def generate_basis_set(rows, cols, thresh=-0.999, maxiters=0): 

 m = numpy.random.normal(0,1/X.shape[1],(rows,cols)) # Random matrix from N(0,1/dimensions) 

 rowmag = numpy.sqrt((m**2).sum(axis=1))   # Normalizing 

 m /= rowmag.reshape(rows,1) 

 

 c = numpy.empty((rows,rows))    #Forming rows x rows dot product matrix 

 for i in range(rows): 

  for j in range(i,rows): 

   if i!=j: c[i,j] = numpy.dot(m[i,:],m[j,:]); c[j,i] = -2.0 

   else: c[i,j] = -2.0 

 

 alpha = 0.1; avemaxslow = 1.0 ; avemaxfast = 1.0; kslow = 0.01; kfast = 0.1; iters = 0; change_iters = 0 

 

 while alpha>0.001:     # get location of max value of cos distance 

  ind1, ind2 = numpy.unravel_index(c.argmax(), c.shape) 

  maxval = c[ind1,ind2] 

  if maxval<thresh: 

   break 

       

  w1 = m[ind1,:]    # update weights 

  w2 = m[ind2,:] 

  m[ind1,:] -= alpha * w2 

  m[ind2,:] -= alpha * w1 

 

  norm = math.sqrt((m[ind1,:]**2).sum()) # renormalize-divisor should never be 0 if alpha is <<1 

  m[ind1,:] /= norm 

  norm = math.sqrt((m[ind2,:]**2).sum()) 

  m[ind2,:] /= norm 

 

  for i in range(rows):   # update cos distances 

   if i<ind1: 

    c[i,ind1] = numpy.dot(m[i,:],m[ind1,:]) 

   elif i>ind1: 

    c[ind1,i] = numpy.dot(m[ind1,:],m[i,:]) 

   if i<ind2: 

    c[i,ind2] = numpy.dot(m[i,:],m[ind2,:]) 

   elif i>ind2: 

    c[ind2,i] = numpy.dot(m[ind2,:],m[i,:]) 

 

  if iters==0:    # update moving averages 

   avemaxslow = maxval 

   avemaxfast = maxval 

  else: 

   avemaxslow += kslow * (maxval - avemaxslow) 

   avemaxfast += kfast * (maxval - avemaxfast) 

  deltamax = avemaxslow - avemaxfast 

 

  if iters>change_iters+100 and deltamax < 0.0001: # update learning rate 

   alpha *= 0.9 

   change_iters = iters 

 

  iters += 1 

  if maxiters>0 and iters>maxiters: 

   break 

 

 return m, c.max()  

 
A, maxcosdist = generate_basis_set(X.shape[1], X.shape[1])  # generate random, linearly independent basis vectors 

A = list(zip(*A)) 

A = np.matrix(A) 

P = A * np.linalg.inv(A.T * A) * A.T   # Projection matrix  

XX = np.dot(X,A)     # Projection of X 
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C. Examiner, Supervisor, and Opponent Comments  

In this session, all gotten comments related to thesis work, report, and presentations 

are documented to be a valuable and experienced resource for students to help them 

during their studies and researches. 

Usually, when presenting a thesis project, in addition to the examiner(s), supervisor(s), 

there is an opponent which a field expert is called to read, evaluate, discuss, ask 

questions during and after the presentation, and giving comments on the overall work. 

The following comments are collected from all mentioned personnel in two 

presentations. 

Given Comments After the First Presentation 

1. The thesis project is interesting, but the final report is abstracted. It must be 

longer, with more explanations and details. 
 

2. The framework consists of three steps, each of these three steps can be a 

contribution on itself, you need to focus on one part you like. That part should 

be with more details and compared against the others. E.g. if you choose the 

first step, then there is the random projection, and there are some other 

techniques for generating diverse sets of the dataset. Where if you choose the 

second step, then there is the proposed distance measure, but there are also 

others, so they need to be discussed. Finally, if you choose step three, then you 

should compare it with the most central clustering solution and maybe 

something else. 
 

3. Why those random projections in the first step, or whatever? If we choose e.g. 

a subset of features, will lead to a sufficiently comprehensive set of clusterings? 

some discussion about that is needed. 
 

4. When we compare the distance between clusterings in the second step, why 

this proposed metric? A discussion should be included. 
 

5. The aggregation in step three, why not the most central clustering? The 

discussion should be included. 
 

6. Why this choice of dataset "faces"? A justification should be included. 
 

7. When evaluating the method by using random data, the experiment must not 

be done for a single time. The result of the experiment is not necessarily the 
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same if you do it again since the data is random. All experiments that use 

random datasets must be repeated several times and a student t-test must be 

made for evaluation. If we compare our method against the other ones then, 

the comparison is not based on one random dataset, it will be significantly 

different from the others based on those many repetitions.  
 

8. Comparison of other methods not only one. If the contribution is a method 

which is evaluated against the others to say it is better and that is the 

contribution, then it needs to be compared against not only one method. 
 

9. The properties of the method needed. for example, we only showed that our 

method is better than the other ones. It cannot be the perfect method in the 

world when the method does not work? 

 

All the above comments are solved as the follows: 

 

1. An extensive focus on all three steps of the method with more explanations 

and discussions include the following points: 
 

a. Explaining the random projections, and the reason for using this 

technique. Furthermore, explaining the other existing techniques and 

their differences by providing a comparison results with an 

experimental implementation of all mentioned techniques. 
 

b. Making a detailed study on how many projections must be applied to 

the data to ensure a good coverage of clusterings, providing statistical 

results based on different experiments. 
 

c. Giving a detailed study and a discussion on comparing clusterings, 

including the use of different existing distance measures, and how they 

differ from our proposed distance metric by providing experimental 

results. 
 

d. Explaining a filtering technique that is added to the method for getting 

better results in finding the final clustering solutions. This filter is 

applied to the groupings of clustering solutions in the method’s step 

two to pick the good ones for aggregation, providing experimental 

results. 
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e. Comparison between (1) generating a representative final solution by 

aggregation and (2) choosing the most central clustering, (3) majority 

voting techniques. Providing with experiments on artificial and real 

data. 
 

2. Providing an implementation of some existing methods that find multiple 

clustering solutions e.g. the orthogonalization method, constraint optimization 

method, COALA, and decorrelated K-means, and then making an 

experimental comparison of the proposed method against those methods. 
 

3. Implementing various distance metrics and quality measures of clusterings in 

our method and providing with experimental results. 
 

4. Giving justifications on the used datasets in the experiments. 
 

5. Implementing the student t-test in all experiments where artificial data is used 

for an evaluation based on a ground truth. 
 

6. Adding a discussion on when the proposed method is better than other 

methods and when it may have less performance? 
 

7. Adding more details regarding the state of art, related work, problem 

statement etc. 
 

8. The report after the mentioned updates becomes much larger than the first 

version. 

Given Comments After the Second Presentation 

1. The work on the thesis is comprehensive, extensive, individual, and results are 

very much better. The presentation took longer time than expected.  
 

2. In Chapter four “Experiments”, information regarding parameter d' is missing 

in most (all) of the experiments. Please add it. 
 

3. Some of the experimental setups are not clear to the opponent, e.g. subsection 

4.2 What type of data are you dealing with? Are you operating on pixel level 

(RGB or grey scale intensity)? All (or relevant) parameters stated in subsection 

3.3 should be mention here e.g. how are these parameters selected and, to some 

extent, clarify a bit why, if necessary. 
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4. Experiment setup of figure 43 and 44 should be improved and the analysis of 

the result shall be elaborated. The opponent suggests statistical results of this 

experiment should be provided, i.e. perform experiment several times and 

provide uncertainty on the plot. 
 

5. If we want to replace the transformation matrix R that is mentioned in step 

three with something else, the opponent asks if there are alternatives in 

somehow that guarantee a good coverage of clusterings rather than the 

randomized transformation matrix used in step three? 
 

6. As mentioned, the framework is an algorithm independent. The opponent sees 

that it would be interesting if we integrate the other methods we tested in this 

framework and investigate what result would come up.  
 

All the above comments are solved as the follows: 

 

1. Information regarding the parameter d’ is added in all related experiments. 
 

2. More explanations related to “Faces” dataset are added in addition to some 

relevant details which is based on the experiment that uses this dataset. 
 

3. Experiments related to clusterings space coverage are completely re-done, 

elaborated, and discussed (four experiments). Tow experiments with artificial 

and real data are done with “f-measure”. Other two experiments with artificial 

and real data are done with “mutual information” measure. 
 

4. Replacing the randomized transformation matrix R with a newly designed 

matrix that has a special pattern and can cover clustering space, is added to the 

“Conclusion and Future Work” session as a possible improvement of the 

framework. 
 

5. Similarly, integrating other existing multiple-clustering methods i.e. the 

“constrained optimization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence” [11] approach, 

the “orthogonal projection clustering” [3], the “COALA” [1] algorithm, and the 

“correlated k-means” multiple clusterings [29], to the proposed framework is 

added “Conclusion and Future Work” session as a possible investigation that 

can be implemented. 
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